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PREFACE

Dear students,
It is my great honor and pleasure to welcome you all on behalf of the Military Technical
Academy "Ferdinand I" to the Student’s International Conference "CERC 2018".
This annual conference is a significant event for each participant as it brings together
students from different fields of study and from different countries. Therefore, I am sure that
this conference will make an important contribution towards promoting high quality science
among young researchers and emphasizing the importance of scientific research in the study
process. I am delighted to see such widespread interest and to meet enthusiastic participants
with very good presentations.
I wish you a fruitful and successful conference and I hope it will open great opportunities for
all of you.
Colonel Prof. Eng. Constantin-Iulian VIZITIU, PhD
Rector of the Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I"
Honorary Chairman

Dear participants,
We are honored to welcome you to the Student’s International Conference "CERC 2018" at
the Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I". Every year the conference grows larger
thanks to the rigorous work of the students and teachers involved in scientific circles and this
year is no exception – we have received more than 230 papers of which 14% belong to
international students willing to share their scientific results.
The objective of the conference is to disseminate the scientific research results obtained by
students under the coordination of their teachers. The Erasmus+ students will share the
experience acquired in their mobilities. It is hoped that such an interaction may help in
understanding the new needs and trends in the emerging field of military technical
engineering.
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The team of teachers from the technical committee have helped ensure that the conference
quality standards are met, and they have encouraged the exchange of knowledge between
military and civilian students from Romania and abroad.
If you look at the Conference Programme, you will agree that this activity is going to be busy
and productive. There are 15 sections: Communications and Signal Processing, Robotics and
Automation, Electrical Engineering and Electronic Systems, Computer Science, Modelling
and Simulation, Armament Systems, Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, Aautomotive
Engineering and Materials Technology, Military Engineering and Geomatics, Contructions
and Fortifications, Military Science, Management, English, French, Intercultural
Communication and Professional and intercultural development through Erasmus+
mobilities.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Conference Organizing Committee for their
diligent work. I would also like to thank participants, especially those of you coming from
abroad, for joining us and sharing your valuable experience and ideas.
Among the 256 participants, we have 220 students from Romanian universities: "Mihai
Viteazul" National Intellingence Academy of Bucharest, "Alexandru Ioan Cuza" Police
Academy of Bucharest, Politehnica University of Bucharest, "Henri Coandă" Air Force
Academy, Braşov, "Nicolae Balcescu" Land Force Academy of Sibiu and "Lucian Blaga"
University of Sibiu, and 36 students from foreign universities: IUT "Paul Sabatier" of
Toulouse, France, ENSTA Bretagne of Brest, France, Polytech'Nantes, France, ”Vasil
Levski” National Military University, Bulgaria, Military University of Technology in
Warsaw, Poland, Polish Air Force Academy in Dęblin, Poland, University of Defence, Brno,
Czech Republic, Armed Forces Military Academy "Alexandru cel Bun", Chisinau, National
University of Public Service, Budapest, Hungary, Royal Military Academy of Bruxelles,
Belgium, Vytautas Magnus University, Kaunas, Lithuania and University of Torino, Italy.
Participation in the activity of students’ scientific circles is an excellent way to develop your
personality and improve your teamwork skills. Getting involved in scientific or cultural
projects will let you share the organizational spirit and it will bring you satisfaction. You will
also gain experience that will certainly come in useful in the future.
We are delighted you have decided to participate in the conference and we wish you the best
of luck in presenting your scientific work. Enjoy your time at the Students’ International
Conference "CERC 2018" and in the Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I".
Capt.Cdr. Assoc. Prof. Eng. Cristian-Emil MOLDOVEANU, PhD
Vice-Rector for Interuniversity Relations
Chairman
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1. COMMUNICATIONS AND SIGNAL PROCESSING
Integrated CBRN Detection System Using Wireless Sensor Networks
Adam Robert
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Wireless sensor detection a usable technology that provides public-safety personnel
with an early-warning and identification tool in the event of a Chemical Biological
Radiological Nuclear (CBRN) incident. When comes into discussion a CBRN wireless sensor
network capability is whether this technology is suitable, reliable and quickly deployable.
Furthermore it must be also capable to provide not just early warning and detection but
subsequent notification in real time. The principle of this thesis is to test CBRN wireless
sensor detection capability in terms of early warning, deployment and notification. It analyzes
and interprets data that come from a number of remote sensors placed at more than thirty
meters away using Xbee wireless modules. It also studies the principles of using wireless and
serial communication and the protocols that stay at the base of this kind of project. The data
were analyzed and interpreted by means of MATLAB program .
Keywords: Xbee, CBRN, MATLAB
Implementation of FPGA Modules for Real-Time Network Connection
Ardeleanu Mihai-Adrian
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Nowadays, while embedded technologies are evolving, the solutions based on FPGA
have become increasingly used in those systems which have the need to communicate with other
equipments for transferring the processed data. Considering the popularity of the UART and
Ethernet protocols, this paper will approach real-time full-duplex communication between
network equipments with FPGA modules using different data transfer rates up to 100 Mbps.
Keywords: FPGA, ethernet, UART
The Acces Network of a Communication Center
Bucica Nicolae
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The communications center is a facility that serves one or more organizations or
terminals, with the responsibility of controlling and handling traffic, serving as an
intermediate node in a communications network. The main objectives of a communications
center are to transmit, receive, process and distribute both incoming and outgoing messages.
The most important and most expensive component in providing services to users is access
network, which accounts for about 70% of total investment in a communications center. The
paper deals with the study, emulation of the various technologies(Ethernet, Radio, Fiber
Optics) through which the access network can be realized.The emulation is done using the
GNS3 environment and Ethernet network technology.
Keywords: communications center, communications network, ethernet, fiber optics, radio
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The Analysis of External Routing Protocols in the Next Generation Networks
Ciutacu Adrian-Vasile
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The project was based on the functionary of the external routing protocols in the
next generation networks. I chose to analyze the Border Gateway Protocol, with the actual
version BGP-4. As a software program for practical exemplification, I preferred to work with
GNS3. Furthermore, I managed to implement communications services through various
methods, such as console configuration or software scripts. Also, I presented the work
procedure between devices with different producers. The network traffic was analysed with
the help of the Wireshark program. For the complexity of the project, the equipment had
access at the Internet, but are filtered from some services. Finally, the network adapted at the
work level for the next generation networks with the parameters provided by BGP.
Keywords: network architecture, Linux, GNS3, border gateway protocol
Radio Receivers
Cohai Valentin
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: In radio communications, a radio receiver is an electronic device that receives the
signals, retrieves and extracts the information transmitted through them, placing them in a
form that can be useful to men. The radio receiver processes the signals received as an
alternating current and extracts the desired information. After the information is extracted by
the radio receiver, the form of the signal is audio, video or data signal. At present, digital
circuits that overlap the functions of analog circuits for which passive components were
needed are currently being used on the chip. Digital signal processing, unlike analogue
processing, makes signal processing easier, making it less costly or even possible for new
processing techniques.
Keywords: radio receiver, electronic, signal, digital, circuits, processing
Analysis of Pressure Signals in Penstocks
Comsa Paula
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The present paper presents the study of the transient pressure signals in the
hydraulic field.The processing of these types of signals implies the detection and localization
of sudden changes of pressure in the inner pipes, these changes being due to the water
hammer phenomenon.Transient signals will be studied with classical methods of signal
processing, but a new recent method will also be approached, which derives from the studies
applied on dynamic systems and nonlinear processes: the recurrence method based on the
RPA(Reccurence Plot Analysis) technique. The difference between these suggested methods
will be apparent from the point of view of the pressure signal characterization, the recurrence
method will offer more precise results than classical methods.
Keywords: pressure, transient, RPA
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Noise Jamming as a Multifunctional Weapon
Daian Alexandru
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: A radar noise jamming system is designed to generate a disturbance in a radar
receiver to delay or deny target detection. Since thermal noise is always present in the radar
receiver, noise jamming attempts to mask the presence of targets by substantially adding to
this noise level. Radar noise jamming can be employed by support jamming assets or as a
self-protection jamming technique. Radar noise jamming usually employs high-power
jamming signals tuned to the frequency of the victim radar. I will discuss the factors that
determine the effectiveness of radar noise jamming, radar noise jamming generation, and the
most common noise jamming techniques. These noise jamming techniques include barrage,
spot, swept spot, cover pulse, and modulated noise jamming.
Keywords: noise, wave, radar, receiver, frequency, amplitud
Implementation of AES Algorithm Using FPGA Platforms
Despina Cristina
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The evolution of communications networks has generated the development of
security protocols and algorithms. AES algorithm is a symmetric, block-based encryption
algorithm, adopted by NIST as a standard, and is the foundation of many cryptographic
applications. The paper presents the implementation of AES algorithm using VHDL
programming language with applicability in real-time communications networks. For
implementation were used several methods and perform a comparative analysis of the
efficiency of the methods used.
Keywords: FPGA, AES, security
Methods of Analysis and Optimization for Communication Traffic
Dobre Robertino Andrei
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This paper aims to study analysis and optimizing techniques for nowadays
communication traffic, through technological migration of equipment to the IP regimen. The
complexity of traffic analysis and optimization in real world is far more challenging due to the
great number of existing technologies which are not consistent with all the available
equipment. Moreover the perceived quality of voice, video and data services contributes to the
internal efficiency of a network, consequently having an impact on the evaluation of an
equipment`s performance. We take into consideration several protocols and politics for the
improvement of quality of service, in order to constitute a more functionally performing
network. The network architectures presented in this paper reproduce the structure of a local
communication center. The practical approach of this project is made of several experiments
designed using GNS3 (Graphical Network Simulator 3).
Keywords: quality of service, communication traffic, network efficiency, GNS3
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Methods of Digital Image Processing
Duluman Cosmin Marian
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: Image quality is influenced by distortion, brightness and contrast of the resulting
images. Understanding the histogram is perhaps the most important element when working
with images. The histogram shows whether exposure of the image is correct or whether the
light is soft or hard and what changes need to be taken in order to get a better image.
Keywords: histogram, improve quality of images, contrast, brightness
Providing the Secured Voice Service Through Specific Protocols in IP Networks
Florea Marius
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This paper discusses aspects regarding the provision of the secured voice service
through specific protocols in IP networks. The exponential development of the
communication networks and the importance of the already discussed literature have drawn
remarkable attention to the information protection.The VoIP technology benefits come with
matching levels of risk. This paper focusses on discussing its functioning and the delivering
of viable solutions for implementing the SRTP and TLS protocols. The Asterisk
communications server allows the performance and management of calls in extreme detail.
Keywords: SRTP, TLS, VoIP
On-Board UAV Video Processing for Ground Target Tracking
Gavril Alexandru
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This paper presents a target tracking system based on video processing on the
UAV. The primary role of the system is to overlay the center of the target selected by the
ground operator with the center of the image displayed on the GCS (Ground Control Station)
monitor. In fact, the coordinates of the two-dimensional object are initially determined in a
Cartesian system, and later on, based on these coordinates are determined angular deviations
in azimuth and elevation. Once the angular deviations have been obtained, the transmission to
the gimbal controller on which the optical sensor is mounted will be done in digital format.
Keywords: target tracking, video processing, angular deviations, UAV
Increasing the Range of Ground Communication
Liška David
University of Defence, Brno, Czech Republic
Abstract: Thesis deals with increasing the range of ground communication, which uses
conductivity of ground for wireless transmission of information. This technology was used as
a secret telegraphic connection between nearby border fortification buildings and was reliable
for a distance of hundreds of meters. The aim of the thesis is to verify the functionality of this
method and to promote the original telegraphy to data transmission using modern technology.
Keywords: ground communication, software, range
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Study of Electromagnetic Emissions of Information Systems
Macovei Andrei
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: TEMPEST is the name of a technology that involves monitoring (and shielding)
electromagnetic radiation devices in a way that can be used to reconstruct intelligible data.
Based on this capture and reconstruction technology of electromagnetic radiation provided by
digital equipment, the following study was conducted to compare electromagnetic emissions
and to reconstitute them with laboratory equipment. In this paper is presented the study of the
video signals transmitted through conduction, on the power line, in a computer system and its
power supply. The study is structured on the following stages: detecting a video signal based
on a text message of different dimensions; detecting a video signal based on an image made
up of multiple vertical bars in different configurations. In the measurements, two power
supplies were used successively, one unsecured (commercial) and one shielded, and the
emission level was evaluated in each case: filtered / unfiltered.
Keywords: TEMPEST, electromagnetic radiations, shielded, video signal, power supplies
Dynamic and Scalable Enterprise VPNs Created by DMVPN Technology
Mogosanu Alina
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: DMVPN is a security technology developed by Cisco Company. It is preffered by
organizations that require WAN connectivity between remote branches. This is due to the
special manner of building IPSec VPNs : dynamic, scalable and easy to configure. With
DMVPN specific mechanisms we can obtain on-demand a full mesh connectivity with simple
hub-and-spoke configuration. For that, DMVPN has major benefits over the IPSec VPN
deployments.
Keywords: hub-and-spoke, NHRP, mGRE, IPSec, tunneling, dynamic, VPNs, full mesh
Advanced Methods for Detecting and Locating Signal Sources in Multi-Sensor Context
Muste Daniel Cristian
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Detecting and locating signal sources plays an important role for mankind, being
used in various applications like: alarm systems, surveillance systems, battlefield recognition
systems, intelligent munitions, maritime applications, etc. This paper is connected with the
development and application of special algorithm of digital signal processing for detection
and localization of signal sources in the underwater environment. To gain a high degree of
precision and accuracy, I used wide band ultrasonic signals. As a result, I will receive a
volumetric image of the analyzed space, providing information about both the location and
the approximate shape of detected objects.
Keywords: signal, detection, location
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Detection and Localization Using UWB Technology
Oprisan Stefan
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This paper describes the attempt to create a detection and localization system using
the ultra wideband technology (UWB). For the detection part of the project, commercial
equipment will be used, while for the localization part the Time-Differences-Of-Arrival
algorithm will be implemented thus eliminating the need for synchronization between the
source and the receivers. Both the simulation and the practical results will show the efficiency
of using UWB technology in detection and localization applications.
Keywords: UWB, localization, detection, TDOA
Techniques and Methods for Detecting and Characterizing EEG Biometric Signals
Pantea Mirela
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This paper is based on a detailed study of a powerful method of detecting and
characterizing signals in general, but especially of biometric EEG type, namely the recurrence
method. However, in order to be able to highlight all the improvements made by this method,
it is necessary to present the previous methods, classical methods, which fail to reveal certain
details of the signals, so that in the course of this paper we presented two classical methods of
signal characterization, we have specified the analysis of the signals using the Spectrogram
and the Wavelet technique, and we have interpreted the results obtained using these methods.
Based on the results obtained both using the analysis with the classical methods and using the
recurrence method, I managed to make a comparison between them, as well as to highlight the
advantages and disadvantages of each method.
Keywords: biometric signals, spectrogram, wavelet, reccurence plot analysis
The Target Architecture Design for a Regional Communications Center
Petrucean Raul
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The design process of an organizational communications network must take into
account besides the needs of the subscribers the communication centers seen as aggregation
nodes and as service providers.This paper tackles the problematic of designing a target
architecture for a regional communications center starting from a minimalist architecture. The
paper concerns the sequential addition of different services, technologies and equipment
according to the needs and flaws observed with the increase in subscribers and with the
implementation of high availability, scalability, flexibility and security concepts.
Keywords: communications center, target architecture, high availability, scalability,
flexibility, security
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The Simulation of GPS Signals
Rădulescu Gabriel-Ionuț
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: The GPS signal contains two frequency components( link 1 and link 2 ) which
represents the carrier. This signal is Binary Phase Shift Keying modulated by a data signal
(the navigation data) and by the C/A signal representing the identification code of each
satellite. The C/A code is a bi-phase modulated signal with a chip rate of 1.023 MHz. It is
generating using two pseudorandom noise sequences(PRN), G1 and G2. To obtain G1 and G2
we use linear shift registers of 10 stages which are driven by a 1.023 MHz clock. We will
create a circuit which, after we choose one of the 24 satellite it will simulate the signal of the
chosen satellite (which includes the carrier, G1, G2, C/A signal and data signal).
Keywords: GPS signal, frequency, circuit, satellite
Correlative Methods Applied for Detecting and Identifying Electromagnetic Emissions
Compromising for an Information System
Rognean Xelina-Ioana
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: TEMPEST is referring to spying on information systems through leaking
emanations, including unintentional radio or electrical signals, sounds, and vibrations.
TEMPEST covers both methods to spy upon others and how to shield equipment against such
spying. Electromagnetic waves are emitted while the equipment is working. Some of these
electromagnetic emanations may be related to the processing or transfer of information. As a
result, the information can be recovered if the emanations have been intercepted and analyzed.
Confidential data are often transmitted by computer keyboards. Very sensitive information
can be revealed by these emanations. Most of modern computer keyboards generate
compromising emanations (mainly because of the manufacturer cost pressures in the design).
Hence, they are not safe to transmit confidential information. The paper proposes a method
for detecting and identifying such compromising emissions from a PS2 keyboard, by
employing correlative methods for signal processing applications.
Keywords: correlative methods, compromising emissions, PS2 keyboard
Wi-fi Communication Jamming System
Rotariu Nicu-Florin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Wi-Fi is changing the world around us. It’s changing the way we work, play, and
interact with each other. In this paper we will study what is the Wi-Fi technology about, how
it was expanded and developed, what is jamming about, types of jamming and how may
jamming be implemented in Radio Software technology as well as implementing one in a
specific device
Keywords: WiFi, jamming, SDR
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System for Detecting and Locating Sound Sources Using the Recurrence Plot Analysis
Method
Stănescu Denis Grigore
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Like the human auditory system, artificial systems are able to locate in terms of
distance, a sound source, the location of the source being an important issue in the field of
sensor networks. The location of a sound emission in terms of distance is a complex issue, so
the purpose of this paper is to study the methods of detecting and locating sound or acoustic
signal sources and seeing which method is best suited for rendering the information as
accurately as possible.
Keywords: time difference of arrival, spectrogram, wavelet, recurrence plot analysis
Study Regarding Security Mechanisms Used in Wireless Networks
Talos Alexandru
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Computer networks is very essential part of our life by which we can share the
information via different technologies such as wired or wireless. Generally, the wireless is
mostly adopted technology by us due to various advantages like ease of installation, mobility,
reconfigure ability, low infrastructural cost etc. but from the point of view of security,
wireless networks have suffered more because the wireless channel is open and you cannot
limit the unauthorized access. This unauthorized access can be performed as a result of
different attacks: denial-of-service, man-in-the-middle or other attacks that can be
devastating. Therefore, many researchers are working in this hot area to secure the wireless
communication. In this paper, I discuss the WEP, WPA and WPA2 protocols and give the
comparative study.
Keywords: WEP, WPA, WPA2
Broadband Signals
Yaninska Ivanka
"Vasil Levski" National Military University, Bulgaria
Abstract: Тhe possibilities of using complex signals in data transmission have been explored.
Their advantages and up – to - date as well as the difference between Legender's optimal and
non optimale signal.
Keywords: binary sequence, phase manipulated, signal broadband signals
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2. ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION
IED Defuser Bionic Hand
Baluta Florentin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: In this project it will be presented a bionic hand used in engineering to defuse IEDs
(Improvised Explosive Devices) through a wireless controller. The mechanical operation principle
is based on a flexor tendon and elastomer material system to mimic and perform hand clenching.
The Phalanges-Metacarpus-Carpus-Ulna assembly, which constitute the actual model, will be
designed in a 3D modeling software and printed using a 3D printer. Anatomically, the model
mimic the real proportions of a hand and the rotation axis of the phalanges, the pollicis included.
The control sistem will be electronic, starting with retrieving signal from a glove which sends out
signals about the individual finger flexion using flex sensors and there sent out using wireless
technology to the Arduino module. The Arduino, picks up the signal, translates it and then
processes the data and based on it, the flexor tendon system is actuated by servomotors, thereby
achieving a clinch.
Keywords: IED, defuser, bionic, hand
Algoritmi de procesare digitală a imaginilor medicale
Băcui Marius-Adrian
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Lucrarea își propune să realizeze segmentarea plăcilor arteromatoase care se formează
la nivelul carotidei și să ofere un răspuns automat pentru a ajuta medicul în luarea deciziei de a
opera sau nu, un anumit pacient. În realizarea aplicației software pe lângă algoritmul de
segmentare sunt folosiți și algoritmi de îmbunătățire a imaginii. Algoritmii de îmbunătățire sunt
utilizați pentru a reduce zgomotul din imagine și pentru a spori contrastul structurilor de interes.
Acestea sunt utilizate pentru a oferi o imagine mai clară observatorului uman, și de asemenea,
reprezintă și o etapă de preprocesare pentru analiza automată ulterioară.
Keywords: automation, robotics, digital
Real-Time Monitoring of a Robotics Arena Using a Video System
Diaconu Ciprian-Ion
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The purpose of the project is to design and implement a system that monitors a robotics
arena. In the arena there are robots and obstacles also. The arena is square-shaped , while its floor
is uniform colored, it also has distinct elements used to measure the relative position of the robots
and obstacles. The video camera used is mounted on the ceiling, it has PTZ(Pan/Tilt/Zoom)
capabilities. The video signal is sent to the video procesing system using a video server. The video
processing system consists of software implementations used for geometric and color intensity
corrections, detecting the outline of the robots and obstacles , also to determine their position.
Keywords: video, processing, system
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Spectrum Analysis for Drone Communication Detection
Dylan Roullier Laynat
Polytech'Nantes, France
Abstract: The project aims to use a spectrum analyzer to identify the different control signals
of the drones and separate them from the usual frequency bands.
Keywords: spectrum, SDR, AI, communication, drone
Embedded Automotive System Using Can Interface and Remote Data Transmission
Groza Marius
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The main purpose of this project is to connect a mobile computing system to a
vehicle's on-board computer, extract useful information and transmit it to another mobile
computing system. The system gets the vehicle's functional parameters and error codes (DTC)
from its on-board computer through the standard OBD 2 adapter via CAN and KWP2000
industrial standards. The system consists of an OBD 2 (ELM327) interface and an Android
application, communicating via standard bluetooth protocol. The application allows
monitoring and local display of functional parameters, error codes and GPS location data. It
also allows data to be saved on the device and loaded into the database for remote vehicle
monitoring.
Keywords: automotive, android, CAN, diagnostic
Analysis of the Drone Communication Protocol
Ita Antonio-Madalin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: In this paper you can find details about the signal modulation of the communication
between the drone and remote control. The presentation will contain some protocols for drone
communication and the analysis of their parameters.
Keywords: drone, protocol, modulation
Virtual Reality for Soldier Training and Evaluation
Piebourg Romain
Polytech'Nantes, France
Abstract: In this paper are presented the main results obtained during the Erasmus+
internship in the Military Technical Academy of Bucharest on the subject Virtual Reality for
Soldier Training and Evaluation.
Keywords: virtual reality, soldier training, Erasmus
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Design and Control of a 3-axis Stabilized Platform
Radu Alexandru-Daniel and Georgescu Razvan
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This paper presents a practical implementation of a low cost embedded system
design to stabilize a platform mounted to an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) which is used
to feed smooth images from a camera or a Light Detection and Ranging(LiDAR). The images
can be used to map the surroundings which is necessary to allow an autonomously flight of an
UAV, or to gather information about specific targets. A gimbal compensate for vibrations and
triaxial rotations of the UAV. This is generally accomplished by three brushless DC motors
controlled based on the data provided by an inertial measurement unit. The development of
the necessary electronics, sensors and actuators along with the hardware and software to
interface these components are presented.
Keywords: embedded system, low cost, smooth images, UAV, stabilized platform
Warrior Physiological Systems Monitoring
Rusea Cosmin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The purpose of this project is to create a system that can monitor the physiological
parameters of a soldier such as the heartbeat, muscle activity etc. in order to transmit the data
from the sensors attached to the soldiers body to a phone or tablet using a bluetooth
connection where it can be displayed to help in the decision process concerning soldiers
health.
Keywords: sensor, microcontroller, bluetooth
The Displacement of Swarm Type Robots in Remote Areas
Stan Ioana -Cosmina and Stan Monica-Magdalena
Politehnica University of Bucharest
Abstract: For accesing an inaccessible areas for humans, we imagine two robots generations:
first ant colony type, second intelligent particles type. In continuations there are presented by
comparison the two types of evolutionary algorithms (ant colony, respectively intelligent
particles). The movement is done by implementing (the two types of algorithms, presented
above) using sensors, waves and internet. Simulation of movement for reaching critical points
is illustrated by animations and obtained in C++,for each of these two types algorithms is
created a representative map. The papers ending is imagined a different generation of robots
for accessing inaccessible areas for humans by using neural networks, respectively calculation
on membranes.
Keywords: robots, map, critical points, C++, animations
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The Possibilities of Modernizing Robotics through Nanotechnology
Szmolnik Laura
National University of Public Service, Budapest
Abstract: The XXI. century has become a century of ultramodern technology and
continuously evolving technological processes. The products of the fast and self-generating
technical renewal has become the part of our lifes in a short time. More and more of these
devices can be considered indispensable nowadays, since a very few people would most likely
imagine their lives without "smartphones," networked computers or even internet services.
Alongside these acquisitions, however, more and more resources are gained from the use of
tools that rely heavily on IT solutions. Robotics stand out with its spectacular results, as some
household appliances were considered as simple ("silly") objects a few yeras ago, but for now
entertainment electronics devices or vehicles have become more and more autonomous for
certain functions. In addition besides the concept of smart homes and self-propelled vehicles,
the classic robotics technology researches have been in their renaissance for long. Besides
industrial robots, robust technology that is reliably operating in a changing environment, with
varying types of displacement, designed for a much greater freedom, has a growing variety of
functions, with increasing autonomy. The use of robots for military purposes does not seem to
be an eclectic innovation, but there are countless limitations, obstacles and problems that are
currently being solved in the development, construction, manufacture and use of devices. For
a significant portion of the emerging issues, another dynamically developing field, the
efficient use of nanotechnology research results can offer the obvious answers.
Nanotechnology exists in many areas, due to its results are and the high number of major
innovations. Military industry can not be called as an exception, but the use of
nanotechnology innovations in military robotics is still not used or not fully conscious. The
study is examining some possibilities which can change robotics by nanotechnology.
Keywords: robotics, nanotechnology, modernization, military
Multifunctional EOD Robot
Vlad Florin-Toma
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: First part of this paper aims to present the necessity of EOD robots and a general
architecture of an EOD robot (locomotion, manipulation, sensory, command and control).
Considering the previous issues, in the second part of the paper it will be presented EOD
robot TVF-1 and how it was designed to successfully meet the requirements of EOD
missions. The paper will present kinematic and dynamic parameters of the robot manipulator
and the characteristics of the other subassemblies like locomotion system, command and
control system and sensory system. Finally, the paper will show how all systems are
integrated in the EOD robot TVF-1.
Keywords: EOD, robot, manipulator, kinematic
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3. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

Three-Axis Search Coil Magnetometer
Bucur Madalina
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: In this paper there are described the stages of design and realization of a three-axis
search coil magnetometer used in spacecraft applications. In order to reach the set out goal,
we based our design on a magnetic core, built from 170 mm long and 50 μm thick annealed
permalloy strips (FeNiMo 15-80-5), which stacked together have a cross section of 2mm x
2mm. The search coil is manufactured to have a resonance frequency between 5 and 10 kHz.
For the coil, there was selected a reasonable diameter of cooper wire (70 μm) and a number of
turns of 11370. In order to reduce coil self-capacitance, the coil is divided into seven sections.
The parameters of the equivalent scheme of the coil are determined by analytical and
experimental methods. Based on these parameters, the sensor's electronic circuitry is
designed, including a low power operational amplifier and a negative reaction winding.
Keywords: magnetometer, search coil, spacecraft application

LIght Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) / Laser Technology Based Systems
Dîmbul Cosmin
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: The LASER name derives from the initials Light Amplification by Stimulated
Emission of Radiation. Lasers are sources of electromagnetic radiation emitting in the optical
range of the electromagnetic spectrum (ultraviolet, visual, infrared) in a wide variety of
constructive types and having different characteristics compared to conventional light sources.
LIDAR (LIght Detection And Ranging) term generally defines remote measurement of a
physical or chemical property. LIDAR technology is irreplaceable for atmospheric
measurements, the following being the main applications: monitoring atmospheric conditions,
tracking dust dispersion, tracing pollutants from chimneys, wind measurements and
permanent ozone monitoring. LIDAR operates the same principle as the radar, with the
mention that RADAR uses electromagnetic waves in the radio field, while LIDAR systems
use light waves generated by a pulsed laser.
Keywords: LASER, LIDAR, light, waves, atmosphere
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The Analysis of Electromagnetic Interference Phenomena Transmitted by Inductive
Coupling and Methods for their Reduction
Gargel Mihai-Vlad
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The paper aims to analyze a subject that is gaining significance, with the increase of the
number of electrical equipment and the need to reduce the size of these equipments. An inductive
coupling study through an electric circuit and a configuration to reduce its effects will be
presented in the paper. The inductive coupling occurs between two circuits passed by current,
producing a magnetic field which in turn induces a disturbing voltage in an adjacent circuit. A
number of methods have been studied to reduce the magnetic coupling between circuits such as
the perpendicular arrangement of the circuits, the use of a coupling reduction conductor, the
shielding of the disturbed system. The methods chosen for research have been theoretically
analyzed by implementing in a software environment. The ability to reduce circuit interference
was also determined experimentally by comparing two circuits in different configurations.
Keywords: electromagnetic compatibility, electromagnetic interference, reducing
electromagnetic interference
The Technology of the Future "ADS B"
Ghita Florentina
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: ADS-B, which consists of two different services, "ADS-B Out" and "ADS-B In", could
replace radar as the primary surveillance method for controlling aircraft worldwide. In the United
States, ADS-B is an integral component of the NextGen national airspace strategy for upgrading
and enhancing aviation infrastructure and operations. The ADS-B system can also provide traffic
and government-generated graphical weather information through TIS-B and FIS-B applications.
ADS-B enhances safety by making an aircraft visible, realtime, to air traffic control (ATC) and to
other appropriately equipped ADS-B aircraft with position and velocity data transmitted every
second. ADS-B data can be recorded and downloaded for post-flight analysis. ADS-B also
provides the data infrastructure for inexpensive flight tracking, planning, and dispatch.
Keywords: surveillance, strategy, realtime, information
Electromagnetic Shielding in Information Systems
Idita Alexandra
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: TEMPEST represents the designation of a technology which implies monitoring
and shielding of the electromagnetic radiation emitting devices in a manner which can
possibly be used to rebuild intelligible data. Within this paperwork, there were studied the
mechanisms of electromagnetic shielding against the emissions radiated by an information
system using as numeric and experimental models. Shielding effectiveness is estimated by
shield attenuation and is defined as the ratio between the electromagnetic field found into a
point from the protected space without the shield being there and the residual field of the
same point but in the presence of an shield. The chosen shields were analyzed theoretically by
implementing them into a software environment based on FEM method. It was also
determined experimentally the effectiveness of shielding both by reflection as by absorption
of a total set of shields containing diverse materials and shapes.
Keywords: shielding, radiation, absorption, electromagnetic field
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Brain-Computer Interface and its Applications
Iordache Mihaela
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Brain-computer interface (BCI) is a system that translates a user's brain activity
into messages or commands for an interactive application. BCI is a relatively recent
technology that is experiencing rapid growth.An electroencephalogram (EEG) is a measure of
the voltage fluctuations detected by the electrodes to be glued to the scalp, an approximation
of the electrical activity of the neurons. The EEG is the most non-evasive interface used
especially because of its precision of time, ease of use and low installation cost. The
NeuroSky EEG headset use ThinkGear NeuroSky technology, which measures analogue
electrical signals commonly referred to as brain waves, and processes them in digital signals .
Keywords: brain-computer interface, electroencephalograma, ThinkGear Neurosky tehnology
Laboratory Stand for Generation and Processing of Echo Signals Imitating Objects
Located in Acoustic Space
Kaszyński Mateusz
Military University of Technology in Warsaw
Abstract: The aim of this article is to present issues associated with generation and
processing of echolocation signals. The undertaken simulation researches on the influence of
selected signal processing methods and system parameters on the accuracy of the determined
objects location and its detection capabilities have been described. The paper also presents
digital processing algorithm, based on matched filter commonly used in radars which enables
effective object detection and positioning. Its versatility predispose it to other applications of
acquisition and signal processing. Improvement of distance resolution and detection, by
maximizing the output signal-to-noise ratio have been noticed after application of developed
algorithm and coded signals. The laboratory stand enables studies on the influence of different
types of coded signals ( Linear FM, Golay and Barker codes). Particular attention was paid to
presentation of software and hardware solutions for the laboratory stand, concerning mainly
effective way of using microcontroller peripherals.
Keywords: digital signal processing, echolocation, matched filtering
Possibilities of Using Electromagnetic Energy in the Military Technique
Neculaescu Vlad
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: In this prezentation i will present you some exemples of electromagnetic weapons
that can be used for military purposes. A railgun is a device that uses electromagnetic force to
launch high velocity projectiles, by means of a sliding armature that is accelerated along a
pair of conductive rails.It is typically constructed as a weapon and the projectile normally
does not contain explosives, relying on the projectile's high speed to inflict damage.A coilgun
or Gauss rifle is a type of projectile accelerator consisting of one or more coils used as
electromagnets in the configuration of a linear motor that accelerate a ferromagnetic or
conducting projectile to high velocity.In almost all coilgun configurations, the coils and the
gun barrel are arranged on a common axis. It is not a rifle as the barrel is not rifled.
Keywords: railgun, coilgun, electromagnetic
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The Usage of Holography in Military Education
Poenaru Adelin-Florin
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: Theory lies at the basis of fundamental knowledge demanded by the military
career; nevertheless, practice comprises the acquired knowledge in a vast cerebral process and
helps military professionals improve. It is known that visual memory plays a decisive role in
understanding and assimilating knowledge faster. This paper presents fundamental notions
about holograming and its impact on military education; differentiated methods of creating
holograms and conclusions related to holograms’ effectiveness. Considering that a combatant
acquires most of his skills through practical activities, a program for editing pictures and
videos was searched for. Furthermore, this program allows the creation of holograms by
means of military technology. This interactive way of learning allows cadets to acquire the
necessary knowledge, equally implying commitment and dedication on their behalf.
Keywords: hologram, pyramid, projection, LASER, image
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Jammer
Stan Adrian
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The harmful utilization of unmanned aerial vehicles have raised some serious
concerns since they can be used to smuggle drugs, crash into buildings, drop bombs, shoot
guns and invade the privacy of people. Therefore, a jammer to block the remote control
communication link can be very useful for our protection. In this paper you will be presented
the development of a jammer, designed to block two of the bands most commonly used in
UAV communication, the 433 MHz ISM Band and the 2.4 GHz WiFi Band. It is basically a
radio frequency circuit that includes two voltage controlled oscillators to sweep the required
bands, along with a tuning circuit to drive them. Linear power amplifiers are used to amplify
the output power. The tuning circuit consists mainly of a saw-tooth generator along with a
noise generator to tune the VCOs (Voltage Controlled Oscillators) to the required jamming
signal.
Keywords: harmful, block, band, oscillator, amplifier, generator
Recunoasterea automata a formei umane folosind drone
Tene Valentin Ionut
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Proiectul consta intr-un algoritm de recunoastere automata a persoanelor folosind
clasificatori in cascada pe trasaturi Haar,disponibili in OpenCV.Abordarea propusa ofera
capabilitati in timp real si versalitate pentru detectia oricaror tipuri de obiecte pentur care s-a
facut o antrenare prealabila.Imaginea este doar o matrice in care se reprezinta intensitatea
luminii,fiecare element al matricii numindu-se pixel.Analiza pixelilor pentru detectarea
formei corpului consuma mult timp si se realizeaza dificil din cauza variatiilor de culoare si
forma a corpului.
Keywords: drone, pixel, recognition
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4. COMPUTER SCIENCE, MODELLING AND SIMULATION
The Military Potential of the Informational War
Bachheimer Gabriel
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: Informational warfare is a concept meaning the use and management of
information and communication technology for a competitive advantage over an opponent.
Information warfare is the manipulation of information trusted by a target without the target's
awareness, so that the target will make decisions against their interest. Information warfare
may involve the use of tactical information, check that own information is valid, propaganda,
disinformation, demoralie and manipulate the enemy and the public, undermining information
and counter measures of information-collection opportunities to opposing forces. The
innovation of more advanced and autonomous information and communication technology
has engendered a new revolution in military affairs, which change nations' use of it in both
cyberspace and the physical battlefield to wage war against their adversaries. The three most
prevalent revolutions in military affairs come in the form of cyberattacks, autonomous robots
and communication management.
Keywords: information, warfare, cyberattack, robots, communication
3D Automotive Design
Baluta Florentin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: In 3D computer graphics, Polygonal modeling is an approach for modeling objects
by representing or approximating their surfaces using polygons. Polygonal modeling is well
suited to scanline rendering and is therefore the method of choice for real-time computer
graphics. Alternate methods of representing 3D objects include NURBS surfaces, subdivision
surfaces, and equation-based representations used in ray tracers.
Keywords: design 3D, automotive, design
Web Design Trends for 2018
Bonev Teodor
"Vasil Levski" National Military University, Bulgaria
Abstract: It’s 2018 and it’s a new year to explore more about Web designs. Whether we
choose to adopt or resist trends, our creative choices exist alongside them. Each year the web
design trends evolve a lot as the technologies we use and our knowledge of what users like are
being refined. Something that looked modern and fresh yesterday could appear outdated
overnight, and trends once dismissed as irreplacable could unexpectedly cycle back in
fashion. In this report I’m going to present what might be the new web design trends of 2018.
Keywords: web, trends, evolve, refined
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Cloud Based Solar Insolation Data Acquisition
Dedita Vlad Vasile
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The project emphasizes the implementation of a Cloud-Based Solar Insolation Data
Acquisition System. The primary concern was to find a reliable and independent way of
acquiring Solar Insolation data relative to a geographical location and sending it using Cloud
technologies to make it available to significant numbers of users through a web interface. The
result is an accurate, easy to use and deploy Solar Insolation measurement system that
provides good ways of visualizing, interpreting and estimating data.
Keywords: LoRa, LoRaWAN, LPWAN, Low Power Wide Area Networks, IoT, Arduino, Java,
Things Network, tracking, radiation

Monitoring Road Traffic with UAVs
Fer Andrei
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: As a result of the rapid technological advances on electronic, sensor and
communication technologies, it has been possible to produce unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
systems, which can fly autonomously or can be operated remotely without carrying any
human personnel. Nowadays there are many ways to detect abnormal traffic and to extract
information about vehicles, but existing methods are based on fixed trajectories of unmanned
devices or even on fixed devices. The objective of this paper is to monitor road traffic using
multiple cooperative UAVs which have the ability to communicate with each other. There
will be presented how to adapt UAVs trajectories, based of moving vehicles. At the same
time, a learning method has been proposed to detect location where events frequently occur.
Keywords: UAV, road traffic monitoring, trajectory, events detections

Wearable Cloud-based personal location tracking
Florica Alexandru Cosmin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The purpose of this project was to create a Cloud-Based Location Tracking System.
The solution offered by this project consists of a wearable device that constantly monitors the
location of the person who has it. The main targets were related to a long battery life, precise
location and easy to use interface. This implementation combines the power of the Arduino
board with the precision of the GPS sensor and latest technology in case of communication
protocol. The offered solution also features an Android application to facilitate the device
location monitoring.
Keywords: location, tracking, coud, Arduino, android
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Military Applications of Homomorphic Encryption Techniques
Geurden Martijn
Royal Military Academy of Bruxelles, Belgium
Abstract: During the course of the paper the use of homomorphic encryption will be offered
as a new possibility to keep information more secure along with an example of how this new
encryption can be used for military purposes. In this thesis two approaches to solve this
problem will be shown, both will have a similar structure. In the first approach the focus will
be on the practical aspect when looking at speed, but giving away a bit of information about
the position of the requestor, this scenario only takes 2 seconds to compute. In the second
approach no information will be leaked, but this method takes much longer to compute, with
an average of 4min30. These approaches will be followed by an analysis of the runtimes when
changing the amount of positions that have to be compared and looking at the speedup when
the servers works in parallel. Finally the different threats to this program will be analyzed.
Keywords: homomorphic, encryption, Erasmus
Meltdown and Spectre
Ispas Silviu Daniel and Scăunașu Monica Teodora
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Meltdown and Spectre exploit critical vulnerabilities in modern processors. These
hardware vulnerabilities allow programs to steal data which is currently processed on the
computer. Spectre and Meltdown are the names given to a trio of variations on a vulnerability
that affects nearly every computer chip manufactured in the last 20 years. The flaws are so
fundamental and widespread that security researchers are calling them catastrophic. All of the
variants of this underlying vulnerability involve a malicious program gaining access to data
that it shouldn't have the right to see, and do so by exploiting two important techniques used
to speed up computer chips, called speculative execution and caching.In our presentation we
will explain how it works, what effects it has and how we can protect our computers from
such a virus.
Keywords: speculative execution, caching, critical vulnerabilities, malicious program
Project of the Database Management System containing elements of blockchain
technology for Air Defense Forces needs.
Kalinowski Paweł
Military University of Technology in Warsaw
Abstract: The world, which surrounds us, can be interpreted as a collection of huge amounts
of data interconnected relationships. The contemporary high level of technology gives us
many tools to harness them and get a lot of useful information from them. The paper presents
the created project of Database Management System, which contains technical state
verification data for surface to air missiles. Furthermore, it presents the possibilities of system
development, using the latest technologies. The system offers a wide range of functions
necessary for fast and efficient work with data. The program has an interface modelled on
solutions existing in applications used by millions of users. The project contains innovative
system of archiving operations performed on the tables, based on elements of blockchain
technology, adapting the solution for the needs of the database.
Keywords: database management system, database, technical state verification data, surface
to air missiles, blockchain
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Implementation of a Data Diode Using Raspberry PI Equipments
Loțan Andrei
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Data diodes are devices which permit only one-way communication. They are most
commonly used in high security environments to connect networks of different security
levels. This paper presents a practical design for a data diode that is simpler and efficient. The
proposed solution is composed of open-source software and affordable hardware components,
offering good enough speed for transferring files across the networks.
Keywords: data diode, raspberry pi, one-way communication

Quantum Public Key Infrastructure
Plesa Mihail
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The model of quantum computation has advanced very quickly in the last years.
This model brings with it an efficient algorithm for factoring, namely the Shor algorithm. This
means that the public key infrastructure will soon be obsolete. In this paper we propose a new
quantum cryptographic scheme which aims to replace the RSA algorithm from current public
key infrastructures. We analyze the security of our scheme and also we describe the
implementation of the scheme using IBM Q SDK, qiskit. We run a number of experiments in
order to build a proof of concept application that uses the proposed scheme.
Keywords: quantum cryptography, PKI, RSA

Artificial Neural Network in Information Technology
Sestacov Andrei and Dodon Iulian
Armed Forces Military Academy "Alexandru cel Bun"
Abstract: Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are the technology of the future. This
technology is inspired by the biological neural networks that constitute animal brains and it is
a branch of the science of artificial intelligence , also a subject of research and
neuroinformatics. The field of neural networks is very active nowadays, which is something
surprising, considering that some ideas are over 60 years old. Only in recent years has this
field really become attractive, thanks to the GPU cards that allowed a much higher drive
speed.Artificial neural networks have a great importance and perspective in the field of
security because such systems "learn" to perform tasks by considering examples, generally
without being programmed with any task-specific rules.
Keywords: artificial neural networks, neuroinformatics, systems, security, rules
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Steganographic Methods of Hiding Information and Data
Solakova Plamena and Bonev Teodor
"Vasil Levski" National Military University, Bulgaria
Abstract: One of the biggest problems nowadays is data protection. With everything being
digitalised is making it harder for us to keep information safe. The most important aspect of
protecting information (such as personal data , companies secrets, "know how to " plans and
many other )is information hiding. There are many methods to keep data safe ,but one of the
most popular is steganography. This method gives us the opportunity to hide information and
hide the fact that there is important information. Steganography includes the concealment of
data within computer files.In digital steganography, the comunications can include
steganographic coding inside of a transport layer,such as image files ,documents,media and
others. In conclusion i would like to say that the advantage of steganography over
cryptography alone is that the intended secret message does not attract attention to itself as an
object of scrutiny.
Keywords: data saving, information hiding, steganography
Trecerea de la limbajul de asamblare la codul masina
Stānilā Antonio and Voicu Cristian
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Un limbaj de asamblare este un limbaj de programare a calculatoarelor care, în
locul codului mașină, folosește o desemnare simbolică a elementelor programului, relativ ușor
de citit și interpretat de către om. Fiecare tip de procesor deține propriul său limbaj numit
"codul mașină", care reprezintă modul binar de codificare a instrucțiunilor și datelor în
memorie, în forma direct executabilă. Instrucțiunile pot fi în general operații elementare
(aritmetice, logice, transfer de date) sau și operații de comandă și control a procesorului.
Codul mașină este, ca orice cod, format mai ales din cifre, fiind greu de reținut pentru un
programator. De exemplu, un calculator ar putea folosi pentru instrucțiunile sale de adunare și
scădere codurile mașină 5B și 5C. Însă, în limbajul de asamblare, aceste două operații ar putea
fi simbolizate prin ADD și SUB, care sunt mult mai ușor de reținut și folosit. De obicei
limbajele de asamblare oferă și posibilitatea alcătuirii de așa numite macrouri, după
necesitățile programului. Un macro este o pseudo-instrucțiune (formal ea arată ca și o
instrucțiune standard), creată și definită chiar de către programator, care constă într-o grupare
de mai multe instrucțiuni obișnuite și care primește un nume cu care poate apoi fi chemată în
programul popriu-zis. Macrourile măresc eficiența programării, deoarece prescurtează
programarea și o fac mai facilă. În cursul asamblării macrourile sunt înlocuite cu gruparea de
instrucțiuni obișnuite, conform definiției respective, proces care se numește macrosubstituție.
Din cauza facilităților de tip macro limbajul "assembler" este numit uneori și "macro
assembler".
Keywords: architectures, computers, computing code
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DC Motor Controller
Taran Alexandru
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This paper presents an implementation of a PID controller for a DC motor. The
purpose of the controller is to provide output signal in order to have the best closed-loop
response characteristics. The controller has various working modes. Depending on selected
mode, more or less input data is needed by the controller. It has an LCD which displays the
relevant information and having support for touch-screen, it offers the possibility to configure
the working mode as well as other parameters. Also, the controller is tightly bounded with the
host on which a Matlab Simulink application is running and, based on the working mode,
communicates with it.
Keywords: DC motor, PID controller, embedded
Secure VoIP System Using TLS and SRTP
Vasile Mihai
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The project is aimed at developing an Android Voice over IP(VoIP) application
and the underlying architecture that would use published standards and that would offer
security by means of Transport Layer Security(TLS) for the call control and Secure Real
Time Protocol(SRTP) for the actual voice channel. To achieve this, an Asterisk server is used
with a FreePBX GUI and the open-source PJSIP library powers the developed Android
application.
Keywords: VoIP, SRTP, TLS, PJSIP, Asterisk, FreePBX, android, telephony
Technology and an Accessible Way to Create Device that Provide Confidential
Information
Yordanova Violeta
"Vasil Levski" National Military University, Bulgaria
Abstract: This report discusses the issue of legal and illegal access to personal data from
mobile devices through a fake base tower. An IMSI-Catcher is fake base station that work
between cell phones and real service provider towers. This is a mobile phone tracking device
that is used to track the movement of mobile phone users and capture their mobile traffic.
There is a cheap and an accessible way to create an IMSI-Catcher, running YateBTS and
using inexpensive hardware.
Keywords: personal data, fake base tower, IMSI-Catcher
WiFi-based IMSI-Catcher
Yordanova Violeta
"Vasil Levski" National Military University, Bulgaria
Abstract: WiFi is a technology for wireless local area networking with devices based on the
IEEE 802.11 standards. This report investigates the extent to which WiFi is vulnerable to
jamming, spoofing and tracking. Fake access points and building a software-based WiFi
Jammer with Airgeddon. This is a multi-Bash network auditor capable of WiFi jamming. The
report presents the key reinstallation attack (KRACK) - an attack technique to read
information that was previously accepted as safely encrypted.
Keywords: WiFi, jamming, fake access point, key reinstallation attack
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Recognition of Persons Based on Facial Thermograms
Zaharia Liviu
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Face of individual is a biometric trait that can be used in a recognition system for
identification or verification of that individual. The main challenge is to accurately match the
input human face with the face image of the same person already stored in the face-database
of the system. Face images may be of different types like visual, thermal, sketch. Visual
images result in poor performance with illumination variations, such as indoor and outdoor
lighting conditions, low lighting, aging. So, the main aim is to tackle all these problems to
give an accurate automatic face recognition. These problems can be solved using thermal
images. This work covered comparative study of face recognition based on facial
thermograms between Linear Discriminant Analysis and Principal Component Analysis,
presenting at the end the experimental results obtained on available thermal databases.
Keywords: PCA, LDA, infrared
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5. ARMAMENT SYSTEMS
Study of the Possibility of Improving a Gas Operation Principle Weapon
Armaș Flavius
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This paper presents the study of the possibility of improving a gas operation
principle weapon. Gas-operation is a system of operation used to provide energy to operate
autoloading firearms. In gas operation, a portion of high-pressure gas from the cartridge being
fired is used to power a mechanism to extract the spent case and insert a new cartridge into
the chamber. Energy from the gas is harnessed through a port in the barrel. This high-pressure
gas pushes on a surface such as a piston head to provide motion for unlocking of the action,
extraction of the spent case, ejection, cocking of the hammer or striker, chambering of a fresh
cartridge, and locking of the action. This paper study weapon’s fenomena and try to propose a
better solution for existing gas tube. This application can be useful in the study of military
engineering.
Keywords: assault rifle, ballistics, gas tube
Optoelectronic Systems in Antiaircraft Artillery
Băia Codruta
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: Optoelectronics is an evolving discipline, that describes phenomena and
applications involving both electronics and optics, which means electrons and photons.
Applications of optoelectronics plays a major role in the military environment, the
optoelectronic devices used in contemporary conflicts provide a decisive advantage on the
part of the one who uses them in terms of winning. At the same time, the very diverse threats
and requirements of the contemporary battlefield shows that a very important place in the
military environment, in terms of optoelectronics, is occupied by night vision optoelectronic
devices used for armored, aviation or infantry, missiles guidance systems, lenses used for
observation and night vision, laser markers for sighting.
Keywords: optoelectronic, night vision devices, laser
The Emergence, Development and Utility of the Stinger Grenade
Broscatan Alexandru and Malina Vlad
"Nicolae Balcescu" Land Force Academy of Sibiu
Abstract: In this paper we present the results of a study which purpose is to show why the
Sting-Ball Grenades are the most effective non-lethal crowd control weapon. Sting-Ball
Grenades are explosive “rubber-ball” style grenades that upon initiation eject rubber balls into
a radius surrounding the device. Sting-Balls are used both in outdoor and indoor situations.
They have psychologically and physiologically effects, maximizing less-lethal force against
the most stubborn of crowds. Stinger Rubber Ball Grenade offers multiple stimulus of light,
sound, rubber pellets and optional CN or CS chemical agents.
Keywords: crowd control, non-lethal weapon, grenade
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Case Study on Prolonging Python's III Lifetime Resource
Chirila Radu
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This paper aims to evaluate the methods of testing and evaluation of rocket fuel to
express a decision to extend the service life of missiles in the army. There are many factors
that influence the characteristics of performance and safety in manipulation of missiles. The
results obtained from the tests carried out are compared with the initial data on the rocket
engine fuel in order to make a decision.
Keywords: testing, methods, fuel, material, missile, rocket

Sistemul antirachetă Arrow
Coroian Alexandru
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: The anti-ballistic Arrow system, a US-Israeli coproduction, both technologically
and financially, has been operational in the Israeli Army since 2000 and has so far proved to
be highly effective and reliable. Initially, the Arrow system was designed to destroy short and
medium-range ballistic missiles, but due to the development of the Arrow 2 and Arrow 3
systems, Israel’s missile defense capacity has been improved as the range of system was
increased and also, accuracy has been increased due to the introduction of an improved Green
Pine radar version. The Arrow 2 system can intercept the projectiles in the atmosphere, while
Arrow 3 is able to operate in space, destroying missiles with nuclear, chemical and biological
warheads.
Keywords: anti-ballistic system, missile, defense, destroy

Trends in Development of Military Ammunition
Delchev Lyubomir and Petev Todor
"Vasil Levski" National Military University, Bulgaria
Abstract: In the twenty-first century the development of individual firearms was directed in
two main directions, namely: reducing its weight and increasing combat effectiveness. But the
development of small arms also reveals the need for new types of ammunition. For this
reason, the world arms companies seek to develop the ammunition in two main directions,
these two strands are: reducing the weight of the ammunition and increasing the accuracy of
the firearms through the munitions themselves. In our report we will look at these new trends
for the future development of ammunition.
Keywords: design, small arms, ammunitions
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Extending the Capabilities of Current Artillery Shells and Mines via the Creation of a
Special Smart Fuse
Dimitrov Miroslav
"Vasil Levski" National Military University, Bulgaria
Abstract: In this fast-paced, high tech era of warfare where the latest artillery munitions are
“smart” and are equipped with range finding, collision detection and proximity capabilities we
ought to consider the possibility of the implementation of such capabilities in present artillery
munitions (ordnance). It will be most efficient to transform the ordnance still in service so that
the armed forces have an adequate, state of the art arsenal, capable of neutralizing various
threats and targets on the modern day battlefield. The aim of this paper is to present an easy
and simple yet non-expensive way to transform existing artillery ordnance into “smart”
programmable munitions. Therefore, drastically increasing their lethality against intended
targets, capabilities, and efficiency on the modern day battlefield. The goal is achieved by the
creation of a special "smart" fuse that uses sophisticated microcontrollers and sensors, which
is an effective and easy way to modernize current ordinance.
Keywords: high tech, smart, artillery munitions, artillery ordnance, programmable fuze,
microcontrollers, sensors, increased capabilities
Study of the Influence of the Initial Propellant Charge Temperature on Ballistic
Parameters of a 9x19 mm NATO Ammunition
Molcuț Paul-Narcis
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This paper shows how the ballistic parameters of a 9x19 mm NATO ammunition
varies for different initial temperatures of the propellant charge at: -40ºC, +21ºC and +50ºC.
For theoretical determination of the ballistic parameters, it has been developed a new interior
ballistics mathematical model, based on the integration of a single differential equations
system during the entire course of the shot inside the barrel. The experimental measurement
of the course of the pressure with respect to time and muzzle velocity for given temperatures
of propellant charge, established the variation of the mean values of the ballistic parameters
for each initial temperature series caused by the dependency not only of the burning rate to
initial temperature, but also the dependecy of the propellant force to initial temperature. The
dependencies resulted on modifying these two ballistic characteristics in the interior ballistic
model with the right variations find in other research papers.
Keywords: interior ballistics, initial temperature, ballistic parameters.
Design of a Thermobaric Unguided Fin-Stabilised Reactive Projectile
Munteanu Mihail
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to present theoretica aspects regarding the design of a
thermobaric unguided fin-stabilised reactive projectile destined to be fired from a recoilless
smoothbore gun, namely the anti-tank grenade launcher SPG-9 (AG-9). Some theoretical
aspects regarding thermobaric explosive mechanism are presented. The interior and exterior
balistics of the munitions are estimated by mathematical models and the results are validated
through experimental firings with the prototype munition.
Keywords: thermobaric, grenade, recoilless
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The Evaluation of Terminal Effect of 9 mm P.A Rubber Less Lethal Ammo
Predescu Ionut
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This paper shows an experimental way of evaluating the effect on the target
produced by 9x19mm Rubber according to the NATO standard AEP 94 “Skin Penetration
Assesment of Non-Lethal Projectile”. The main parameters of interest for this study are
impact velocity and depth of penetration`in ballistic gelatin because based on this we can
classify the lethal/non-lethal character of ammo.
Keywords: nonlethal, ballistic gelatin, impact velocity, experimental data

GLOCK 17 versus BERETTA M9 Pistols Used by NATO Armies. Comparative Study
Rachina Dănuț Alexandru
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: Semi-automatic pistols had in the course of the history a series of improvements,
both from the point of view of the materials that they are made of and from the point of view
of the tactical and reliability characteristics in the conflict areas. Two of these types of guns
are semi-automatic pistols: GLOCK 17 and BERETTA M9. These pistols have been
produced with the aim of replacing obsolete guns and of representing the fire arms from a
very high reliability perspective, weapons capable of being used in any type of environment
and in any weather conditions. This paper has the role to compare the tactical features and
reliability of the two weapons and to propose the best solution for a gun to equip the NATO
armies that carry out different missions in the current conflict areas.
Keywords: GLOCK 17, BERETTA M9, surprise attacks, reliability, NATO

Comparative Study Between “CA-95” and “9K31 STRELA-1” Infra-Red Guided
Surface-to-Air Missile Systems
Rachina Dănuț Alexandru
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: Infra-red guided surface-to-air missile systems had in the course of the history a
series of improvements, both from the point of view of the materials that they are made of and
from the point of view of the tactical and reliability characteristics in the conflict areas. Two
of these types of systems are: CA-95 and 9K31 Strela-1. This paper has the role to compare
the tactical features and reliability of the two systems and to propose the best solution for a
gun to equip the NATO armies that carry out different missions in the current conflict areas.
Keywords: CA-95, 9K31 Strela-1, reliability, NATO
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Automatic Target Scoring System
Savastre Alexandru
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This paper presents a practical implementation of an inexpensive, accurate, and
reliable method of instantaneously determining a shooter's score. When the shooter fires, a
shielded (bullet resistant), low cost web camera that is monitoring the target at 30 images per
second, transmits these images to a small notebook or laptop personal computer located at the
shooter's position. At first, an etalon picture with the new target is taken by the shooter via
laptop, then the Arduino connected microphone "hears" the shot and after a delay of a few
microseconds the last image from the camera freezes, showing the picture of the target again.
These two images are compared and latest round's entry point is determinate and quantified.
All the electrical components are controlled by an Arduino open source platform. This
application can be useful for both military and civilian indoor shooting ranges.
Keywords: shooting range, Arduino, scoring system
The Influence of Small Arms Barrel Temperature on Fire Dispersion
Serban Ana-Maria
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This article started from initiative to investigate the effect of high temperature
inside the barrel of the firearm- due to the gas pressure (generated by propellant charge) -not
only on the projectiles but also on the weapon system itself. More specifically, the aim of this
research into firearms is to contribute to the ongoing discussions on the temperature effect on
the fire precision. This research does not enter into the material properties but rather examines
the characteristics of fire dispersion on the target in order to identify to what degree the
temperature affects the fire precision. For this purpose in the experimental part was used a
universal breech and ammunition calibre 7.62mm. The results show the difference between a
barrel affected by temperature and a cold barrel affected only by dirt accumulation.
Keywords: temperature, gun barrel, firearms, fire dispersion
Use of Amotropin for Improvised Explosives
Terziyski Ivaylo and Genova Tanya
"Vasil Levski" National Military University, Bulgaria
Abstract: The paper is a summary analysis of the use of an alloy of urotropine and
ammonium nitrate to obtain improvised explosives. Presents the basic properties of urotropine
of obtaining improvised explosives. There are described the preparation of urotropine of
hexogen and Hexamethylene triperoxide diamine (HMTD). Different mixtures of urotropine
used to produce improvised explosives are shown.
Keywords: amotropin, improvised explosives, HMTD
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6. AEROSPACE AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Aspects Regarding Drag Force and Skin Friction in Aviation
Ariton Madalin
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: The last quarter of the 20th century and in the beginning of the 21st century saw an
impressive evolution in aircraft design and manufacturing techniques in aviation. This
evolution means a lot of studies and years of researching in a large area (weight and balance,
high speed flight, flight control systems, turbine engines, airfoil design). An impediment in
increasing the aerodynamic performance and decreasing the Drag Coefficient (Cd),which is a
parameter to indicate resistance to airflow, is the Skin Friction Drag. The contact of moving
air with the surface of an aircraft generate a drag because the air is viscous. In my essay, I will
present the relation between Drag and Lift, Skin Friction and Boundary Layers, how Skin
Friction influence a lot of aerodynamic parameters
Keywords: drag coefficient, skin friction drag, boundary layers, aerodynamic, airflow, velocity
Spline Based Trajectory Planning for Aerial Targets
Bezubik Bartłomiej
Military University of Technology in Warsaw
Abstract: The paper describes a method of aerial target flight path modeling based on spline
theory, in order to study the combat effectiveness of anti-aircraft missiles and air defence
systems. Proposed procedure is based on appoximating user-chosen control points with a
spline in order to detetermine the kinematic quantities such as velocity, accelerations and
angles of spatial orientation that characterize the motion of an object along a set trajectory.
The application also enables adjusting the visualizated trajectory to terrain or tactical
conditions of the simulation. Sample results are presented to illustrate the effectiveness and
feasibility of proposed aerial target flight path modeling method.
Keywords: trajectory, spline theory, aerial target, path modeling
Helical Antenna Design For Automated UAV Tracking System
Catargiu Florin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Recently, the use of unmanned aerial systems (UAS) has increased dramatically in
the civilian and military environments. In this paper I will discuss about the limitations of
radio communications between a UAV and ground control stations. A new approach will be
presented by creating a dynamic ground control station that can automatically and real-time
track a UAV that has a 5.8 GHz video transmitter on board. To do that, an axial mode helical
antenna is proposed. The antenna is simulated and the performance analysis is presented.
Helical antennas play an important role in establishing communications for UAV. Also it
describes a portable tracking antenna system that is used for line of sight communications
with the small UAVs. Our antenna is mechanically rotated in an elevation and azimuth mode
in response to the tracking signals derived from the UAV video link transmissions.
Keywords: unmanned aerial system, radio communication, ground station, video transmitter,
helical antenna, line of sight
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Flight Simulators and their Advantages in Aeronautical Activity
Ciobanu Catalin
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: This paper looks at the manner in which flight practice on various aircrafts, both
military and civil, has improved over time due to flight simulators. Once with the development of
aircrafts, the simulator has evolved in its turn, proving to be highly efficient for recruiting and
testing pilots in various situations, from bad weather conditions, to the execution of a military
combat mission, offering numerous advantages as compared to real flight.
Keywords: flight simulator, safety, low cost, initial training, fidelity
Research on the Usage of Improvised Unmanned Aerial Vehicles by Non-State Actors in
Modern Armed Conflicts
Dimitrov Ivan
"Vasil Levski" National Military University, Bulgaria
Abstract: One of the key elements in the warfare of the new millennium is the usage of
unmanned aerial vehicles (drones) for execution of different tasks and duties in the area of
operations. Although the main users of such machines are the governments and armed forces
of different states, many non-state actors have started to add UAVs in their arsenals. This had
led to a great reshaping of the concepts of waging war in different areas with ranging levels of
intensity and scales of hostilities and creating new methods and tactics to influence the
outcome of various situations on the tactical, operational and strategic level.
Keywords: defense, warfare, drones
Construction of Aircraft using the Morphing Concept
Haprian Alexandru
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: This article provides a general position referring to the development of morphing
technology applied in the aeronautical field. The first chapter provides definitions, a short
introduction relating the basic ideas of the concept and reasons for exploiting the technology.
The second chapter focuses upon the source of inspiration and the present technological
status. The third chapter deals with materials used for projects along with advantages that
morphing offers in comparison with conventional prototypes
Keywords: aeronautical field, biomimetic concepts, composite materials, flutter control
Drone Frame
Ichim Alexandru
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: In this project I will be presenting a quadcopter frame for assembling a drone. To
realize this objective, I’ve considered an aerodynamic 2 layer design to protect the hardware.
The purpose of this project is to create an efficient quadcopter frame, which it will be used
afterwards to build a drone that can operate in normal conditions : Max altitude of 30 meters,
max speed of 50 mph. In normal conditions, the drone can manage surveillance missions. In
order to build this frame, we need to proceed with a series of steps. After making the blueprint
of the frame in Autocad, we will build the frame itself and check the aerodynamic properties.
In the last step of the project, we will mount the hardware on the frame and begin a fly test in
different conditions to check if the frame can reach the wanted standards
Keywords: drone, frame, quadcopter
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Performances of Modern Attack Helicopters
Iustin Mihai
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: Attack helicopters have benefited modern continuous evolution of their innovative
concepts from both technologically and in terms of use in diverse operating environments.
The article provides an overview on two modern attack helicopters, both through comparative
analysis of the characteristics and performance and by using a software tool.
Keywords: Boeing AH-64 Apache, Eurocopter EC 665 Tiger, General Electric GE-T700,
MTR390, XFLR5.

Electronic Warfare as a Method of Realizing the Particular Interests of the State
Łukasz Domżał-Drzewicki
Polish Air Force Academy in Dęblin, Poland
Abstract: In the era of digitizing social life and expanding the presence of the state in
cyberspace, the desire to develop this space for the implementation of state interests is
evident. Where the state interests are understood as activities aimed at securing one's own
assets, protection of critical infrastructure against criminal activity or the activity of foreign
countries. In the 21st century, we observe a surge in using the electronic warfare. Where the
place of uncoordinated events with minor consequences are replaced by actions aimed at
influencing public opinion or paralysis the state segments. The electronic warfare, apart from
destabilizing activities whole country, is also used to implement tactical tasks on
contemporary battlefields. Where without radar detection, jamming, or interception modern
military operations can not be proper done.
Keywords: warfare, electronic, digitizing
Angle Estimation for Controled Aircraft Landing-Fuzzy Type Simulations and
Developments
Lupoiu Teodor and Visan Andrei
Politehnica University of Bucharest
Abstract: In the beginning of the paper we analyze the angle for landing in a space of
approximation, in general form or in a restricted one. For every entrance variable we built a
membership function based on a set of rules used in the central block which contains smart
ranges, other functions and location parameters.The set of rules is defined by the intervention
of essential smart ranges which makes the critical point of the paper. Simulations with result
interpretations is obtained by using Simulink in Matlab. In conclusion, we developed a
statistic scheme with the estimation of the landing angle in the context of a statistic model
with an unusual variable.
Keywords: angle for landing, membership function, set of rules, simulations, statistic scheme
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Development and Role of Space Systems During the History
Nicolau Mihaela Emanuela
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: Many aspects of society , from television to telecommunications ,weather
forecasting and global financial systems are based on space systems and technologies. Also,
satellites have an important role in aviation where provide instant pinpoint positional and
targeting information to aircraft. So, my work covers how the space systems developed over
time and their contribution in solving problems facing mankind.
Keywords: rocket-development, missile, satelites
Proiectarea si realizarea unor mini-platforme aeriene educationale de dezvoltare si test
Roncea Ciprian, Rosca Alexandru and Porcean Denisa
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Domeniul UAV-urilor(unmanned aerial vehicle) a cunoscut o dezvoltare continua
in ultimii ani sustinut atat de cercetarea militara cat si de entuziasmul din sectorul civil
generat de costul redus al cercetarilor dar in egala masura si de nesfarsitele aplicatii ale
aeronavelor fara pilot. Prezenta lucrare descrie conceptia si realizarea a doua aeromodele la
scara 1:32 respectiv 1:64, pentru a evidentia eficacitatea ultilizarii in viitorul apropiat a
aeronavelor fara pilot la bord, nu doar cu scopul de a supraveghea zonele de conflict ci si
pentru alte categorii de misiuni. Studiul de caz trateaza atat aspecte legate de aviatie civila cat
si de cea militara. Din perspectiva educationala, accesul la platforme aeriene fara pilot este
facilitat de disponibilitatea pe piata a elementelor constructive si in acest context lucrarea
curenta prezinta realizarea unor platforme aeriene fara pilot, low cost, fabricate in-house de
catre studenti, care isi propun sa fie platforme de dezvoltare si test.
Keywords: UAV, military research, low cost of research, aerial mini-platforms
Software Interface for Analyzing Flight Parameters
Sava Cristina
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This paper describes the development of a computational system for a Ground
Control Station able to control the flight of multiple Unmanned Aerial Vehicles. The
importance of ground control stations, the description of the development environment and
the description of the programming language will also be a topic to discuss. The system is
structured in three modules: cockpit simulation, showing a list of parameters and a graphical
representation of the most important flight parameters.
Keywords: aviation, UAV, GCS
Determinarea modurilor proprii de vibrații a unei structuri de tip cadru prin Metoda
Elementelor Finite
Schiopu Madalin
Politehnica University of Bucharest
Abstract: Această lucrare descrie pașii necesari modelării unui calcul folosind metoda
elementelor finite a unei structuri de tip cadru. Acest cadru este utilizat pentru construcția
unui kart. Calculul este necesar pentru determinarea modurilor și valoarea frecvențelor de
vibrații proprii pentru a putea avea limitele superioare în alegerea unui motor termic care să
propulseze kartul.
Keywords: frequency, vibration, FEM
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Engine Indicating and Crew Alerting System
Silaghi Leontin Bogdan
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Just as it would be impossible to fly a large modern aircraft safely without the
flight instruments, so would it also be impossible to fly it safely without the engine and
aircraft systems instruments. EICAS (Engine Indicating and Crew Alerting System) improves
the human-machine relationship by showing unit and structured by category (in specific
pages). This system also reduces the readings and interpretations by crew members of data,
with direct effects on the quality of on-board decision-making. To design the EICAS
parameters of interest in our project, we use data from a miniature turbine engine (reaction
engine) purchased by the academy (Olympus HP). This engine is built by the Dutch and is a
simple flow engine (with a compressor and axial turbine). They are displayed on a LCD
display (STONE). The parameters of interest on EICAS in our project are: temperature,
pressure and engine speed.
Keywords: engine, parameters, display
Aircraft Static Stability
Tanase Ciprian
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: Abstract: This article provides a general position referring to the aircraft static
stability. The first chapter provides a short introduction relating the basic ideas of the concept
for the static stability. The second chapter focuses upon the power-off stability of an aircraft.
Keywords: stability, static stability, aerodynamic surfaces, centre of gravity
Designing a Tridimensional Autopilot System that Controls a Quadcopter
Tăban Ovidiu
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: In order to stabilize an operating aerial vehicle a tridimensional autopilot system is
needed. In this paper we present the hardware design and the software implementation of the
proposed autopilot that controls a small scale quadcopter. The autopilot regulator is based on
a Proportional Integrative Derivative controller. We chose to use an evaluation development
board based on a Cortex M4 Arm microcontroller, equipped with an IMU (Inertial
Measurement Unit) to be the main hardware component. Radio receiver data is Pulse Width
Modulation signals that represent the pilot commands, given from a RC transmitter. The
microcontroller receives data from the gyroscope, which represents the angular speed and
linear acceleration from the accelerometer. A complementary filter is used to derive the roll,
pitch and yaw axis, to be maintained to the pilot desired values. Error angle corrections are
compensated by the Proportional Integrative Derivative controller and the resulting signals are
sent to the motor ESCs (Electronic Speed Controllers) of the quadcopter.
Keywords: tridimensional autopilot system, proportional integrative derivative controller,
development board, complementary filter
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Meteorological Analysis - Multifractal Modelation
Toma Alina and Popa Alina-Florina
Politehnica University of Bucharest
Abstract: At the beginning of the study, there are a few usual parameters – temperature,
rainfall, atmospheric pressure - connected with the main climate zones, which arise in the
description of climate aspects from any whether analyze. Furthermore, there are presented
comparatively: fractals or monofractals and multifractals. In this project, it is used the
MFDFA method (Multifractal detrended fluctuation analysis), analyzing the multifractal
behavior of meteorological data series from two cities (București, Constanța) from two
Romanian climate zones. Basically, there are considered the three climatic parametres in
Bucharest and Constanța, to hereby obtain variation graphics for minimum, maximum and
average values using Matlab software. Finally, there are outlined possible completions by
relatively adding new climate parameters to the wind speed, the cloud cover for aviation, and
other climate zones (Ceahlău) and their incorporation into a general picture.
Keywords: fractals, multifractals, climate zones, climatic parametres, MFDFA method
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7. AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING AND MATERIALS
TECHNOLOGY
Analysis on the Performance Parameters of the Engine that Equippes the TR-85 M1
Tank if Change Are Made to the Air Intake System Elements
Alexandru Vasile
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: In order for an internal combustion engine to develop higher performance
parameters it is necessary that the load-change processes are carried out so that as much fresh
fluid as possible is retained inside the cylinders and the quantity of waste gases is as small as
possible. For this purpose, the present work will highlight the current performance of the
engine 8VS-A2T2 that equips the TR-85 M1 Romanian tank, will make a cinematic and
dynamic study on the distribution mechanism of this engine and will exhibit some changes
that can be made to the elements of the air intake mechanism. Based on these changes, the
paper will show how the passage sections offered for airflow into the cylinder will vary, how
the engine performance parameters change and a resistance calculation of the redesigned
elements.
Keywords: TR-85 M1, engine performance parameters, air intake mechanism changes
Structuri metalografice superficiale specifice tratamentelor termice cu laser
Cioflan Radu-Cristian and Budurovici Stefan
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: In this work paper will be presented an unconventional way of heat treatment in the
material technology. As the resources of the planet are increasingly scarce and the necessity
for cheaper and more advanced materials is shown, the laser technology offers a new
perspective in the area of material processing, by improving the material properties on the
outside, while reducing the material’s mass.
Keywords: material, LASER, technology
Light Armor Solutions for Vehicles with the Total Mass less than 6.5 tons. The
Influences of the Armor upon the Dynamic Properties of the Vehicle
Cojocaru Claudiu
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This study has as purpose the analysis of possible armor equipment for Dacia
Duster and the influences of those upon the dynamic properties of the vehicle. Those
equipment sets will influence the dynamic properties and the study will focus on the
differences that appear between the unequipped vehicle and the vehicles equipped with
another two different armor equipment for different types of threats.
Keywords: armor solutions, influence, vehicle dynamics
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Parameters Analysis of Internal Combustion Engines with Electronic Control
Conducted on Specialized Stands
Coropetchi Iulian Constantin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: In 1939, the car manufacturer BMW, used for the first time an electronic control unit
with multiple functions in engine management on a radial aviation engine. With the emergence of
internal combustion engines with electronic control, engine architecture has changed significantly,
electronic control units allowing for better optimization of energy processes in a motor cycle and
total control of some functional engine parameters. This paper aims to present the main solutions
of internal combustion engines with electronic control, as well as the main solutions of specialized
stands for the testing of engines or platforms for their electronic control, the analysis of some
important parameters in the operation of the engine with electronic control, and also, some engine
control models made with MATLAB Simulink program.
Keywords: engine, internal combustion engine, electronic control, Simulink
Tipuri de blindaje
Dobre Dragos-Mihai, Sirboiu Radu-Andrei and Tanase Mihai-Valentin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Blindajul defineste protectia oferita de un vehicul de lupta si de obicei este cheia
supravietuirii echipajului dar impacteaza si dimensiunile, forma si mai ales tonajul vehiculului
de lupta, toate acestea putand afecta mobilitatea si capacitatea de lupta a vehicului. Deci un
echilibru intre grosimea/protectia blindajului si restul performantelor vehicului se impune.
Evolutia blindajului este strans legata de rolurile indeplinite de vehiculele de lupta precum si
de dimensiunea si tipul proiectilelor folosite de armele menite sa combata vehiculele blindate.
Keywords: armor, fighting vehicle, impact
The Layout of Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I"
Dumitru Raoul-Florentin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: In the first year for the students there is a common problem the orientation in the
courtyard of the academy. As a solution to this problem, I have created, with the help of a 3D
projection and design program, an academic layout.
Keywords: design, cinema 4D, cube, extrude, metalball
Designing a Braking System for a Vehicle with a Total Mass of Less Than 3.5 t.
Hîncu Constantin Alin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Following comparative studies on: constructive vehicle solutions compliant with
the one chosen in the project theme, constructive braking systems equipping these vehicles,
the advantages and disadvantages of both types of brake with drums and drum and disc brake.
To design a brake system on the vehicle, considering the use and operation mode, it was
chosen to mount a disc brake. We have further investigated the vehicle's braking dynamics
with the chosen brake system design solution, the calculation of the braking system
dimensioning and the calculation of its transmission dimension. To see if the chosen solution
is functional and resist the requirements have been made and ansys attempts to see the heat
distribution on the disc and the brake rotor, followed by conclusions and proposals.
Keywords: brake system, brake disk, design
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Study on the Maintenance of Compression-Ignition Engines
Lupu Adrian-Iulian
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This paper aims to present the analysis of the possible failures and a way of finding
them regarding the motor mechanism, the gas distribution mechanism and the fuel supply
systems for the modern compression ignition engines, the study of the need for diagnosys
equipment engine mechanism, gas distribution mechanism and fuel supply systems for
modern compression ignition engines and analysis of the vehicle maintenance system
currently applied by economic specialists as well as within the national defense, public order
and security system national.
Keywords: diagnosys equipment, vehicle maintenance, motor mechanism, gas distribution
mechanism, fuel supply system
“Punch tap”, inovația ce “lovește” la propriu tehnologia de realizare a filetelor
Man George Florin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Punch Tap technology by Emuge aims to revolutionize thread making quick and
through more efficient use of the tool and machine tool. Technology seems to have only
benefits, increasing the life of the tool up to 6 times, and the field of use seems to extend from
soft metals to alloyed steels, which gives the technology extra user confidence. It is only to be
seen if the development of such a tool is at a cost reasonably low to be used on a large scale to
the detriment of classical technologies.
Keywords: tap, emuge, technology
Tehnologic Design Flow for Producing an Autovehicle Part on a Machine with
Numerical Command
Morozan Paul Adrian
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This paper aims at conducting a comparative study on the main constructive
solutions of numerical command machines and tools, internal and international manufactured,
currently used in production. The project will emphasis on the main types of operations
specific to the manufacture of automotive components that can be accomplished on such
tools, as well as the need for tools and verification devices for the chosen operations. The
design of the technological flow will take into account the functional analysis of the part
(ROD) as well as the parameters of the machining processes according to the material of the
chosen blank.
Keywords: tehnologic design, numerical command, machining processes
Materiale compozite in industria constructoare de automobile
Negoita Stefan Leonard
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The composite materials are a new type of materials that represent a wide
tehnologic importance and their utilities are currently developing an intense expansion in
various domains, especially in automobiles industry, aeronautics industry and military
appliances.
Keywords: automative, engineer, materials, composite, carbon fiber
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The Influence of Splintering Regimes Upon the Quality of Carved Surfaces
Noja Gabriel and Cionoiu Robert
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Our presentation consists of the unvailment of 4 bars made of 40c10, which is an
hugly allied steel, upon which we’ve executed several carvings to highlight the quality of the
surfaces via studying their rugosity.
Keywords: splintering regimes, carved, quality control, rugosity, allied steel
Maintenance Considerations in Specialized Workshops of class II SMURD Vehicles
Oprea Constantin Danut
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: As a result of the difficult missions to which SMURDs are subjected, it is
necessary to organize specific maintenance activities to prepare for the mission, but also to
repair the damages that have arisen from it. This paper aims to present rules for organizing,
planning and performing maintenance activities, identifying the performance and equipment
of the Mercedes Vito 110 CDI 4x2 Class II SMURD, to perform engine maintenance,
transmission, auxiliary systems, steering and propulsion, as well as the analysis of the need
for specialized equipment for the execution of maintenance activities, as well as some general
aspects regarding the maintenance of special equipment.
Keywords: maintenance, Mercedes Vito, engine, transmission
Instalatie de sablat pentru piese de autovehicule
Paduraru Razvan and Beseriu Radu
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: As the necessity was obvious and not having such a device, me and my colleague
have decided to put in motion Mr. Marinescu Marin`s idea, our teacher, and build own
sandblasting machine. The purpose of this project is our developement as engineers by
building a working system from already used parts, thus we will obtain a product which is
comparable whit those on market but at minimum costs. Therefore, after some research, we
have come with the solution of dry sandblasting, with sand blown by compressed air, solution
which was the most efficient in relation to the complexity of the system.
Keywords: sandblasting, minimum costs, compressed air
Designing an Electric Brake Bench to Test Internal Combustion Engines with a
Maximum Power of 15 Horsepower
Pîrjol Lucian-Marian
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The study involves a comparative analysis of design braking solutions for internal
combustion engine testing comparable to that indicated by the project theme and existing
brake solutions. The paper will also include choosing the optimal solution for the electric
brake boom, sizing calculations and conclusions
Keywords: comparative study, choosing the right solution, dimensional calculation
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Technology of Quality Inspection of Maintenance Work Carried out on the Propulsion
System of a Combat Vehicle
Stroe Bogdan Ionut
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This paper aims to present the propulsion systems of tracked vehicles, the analysis
of the constructive solutions, the particularities of the propulsion system that equips the tank
TR 85M1. Also Maintenance of track-side propulsion systems, quality inspection on
production flows and Design of quality inspection technology for maintenance works
performed on the propulsion system of a track-side vehicle.
Keywords: technology, quality, inspection
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8. MILITARY ENGINEERING AND GEOMATICS
Explosively Driven Water Charge System
Avram Alexandru Gabriel
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: An explosively driven, water disruptor uses a directional or omnidirectional water jet to
blast apart an I.E.D (improvised explosive device) faster than fuse from the device can react. Such
a disruptor consist of two containers (the water charge and a tamper which are filled together) and
an explosive charge (plastic explosive). The aim of this paper is to present an algorithm for
developing an explosively driven water charge system that is able to neutralise a small I.E.D.
Keywords: disruptor, IED, water charge
Explosive Reactive Armour
Boriceanu Mihai
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: My project for the communications session is about RA. RA is an abbreviation for
Reactive Armor. Reactive Armor is a type of armor of the vehicle that responds to impact to
reduce damage to the protected vehicle. In my opinion it is the most effective in protecting
against formed loads and specialized kinetic energy penetrants. The most common type is
explosive reactive armour (ERA).
Keywords: explosive reactive armour, protection, explosion
Mine Clearing Line Charge
Chiorean Amalia
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: In this paper, it is presented some constructive examples of a mine clearing line
charge and the mines types destroyed by the line charge in minefield. Also, the action system
of the anti-tank mines is analyzed, the parameters that influence the mine initiation process
are established and the parameters of the air shock waves created by the line charge explosion
for the initiation of mines disposed at the surface of the ground are determined.
Keywords: mine clearing line charge, minefield, anti-tank mines, air shock waves
The Analysis of Digital Elevation Model
Ciubotariu Laura and Chiosan Codruta Nicoleta
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Digital Elevation Model is a tool of the most important Geographic Information
Systems due to the fact that after its realization a series of other maps can be made, such as
the slope map or some morphometric elements of the land can be calculated. Obtaining the
Digital Terrain Model is done by interpolation of the level curves with the help of GIS
(ArcGIS) programs. For the Geographic Information Systems it is essential that the graphical
information to be in vectorial form, so after the georeferencing we use some tools to create the
topographic profiles on the basis of which we will analyze the field and we will see if there is
visibility between the end points of the profiles. If there is no visibility, we can build geodesic
pyramids to enlarge the Viewshed.
Keywords: DEM, georefferencing, viewshed, GIS
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Digital Terrain Modeling
Condurache Catalin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This article examines how the methods and data sources used to generate DEMs
(DEM-digital elevation model) and calculate land surface parameters have changed over the
past 25 years. The primary goal is to describe the state-of-the-art for a typical digital terrain
modeling workflow that starts with data capture, continues with data preprocessing and DEM
generation, and concludes with the calculation of one or more primary and secondary land
surface parameters. A DEM can be represented as a raster (a grid of squares, also known as a
heightmap when representing elevation) or as a vector-based TIN (triangular irregular
network). The TIN DEM dataset is also referred to as a primary (measured) DEM, whereas
the Raster DEM is referred to as a secondary (computed) DEM.
Keywords: digital elevation models, data preprocessing, land surface parameters, erosion
modeling, error propagation
Shaped Charges
Gavrila Ionut-Adrian
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: In this essay I will talk about shaped charges. I will present different types of
shaped charges and the effects that this type of charges have on the armored vehicles. I will
also present my own study about shaped charges, how they are used by different types of law
enforcements and the benefits that this charges have brought in the areas that they are used.
Keywords: shape, charge, explosive, effects, cumulative
Analysis of Changes in Bilbao’s Climate Comfort, Using Digital Terrain Models
Lovin Mihaela Emilia
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This paper’s name is “Analysis of changes in Bilbao’s climate comfort, using
Digital Terrain Models” and is realized during the Erasmus+ internship at Universidad del
Pays Vasco with the guidance of the professor Irantzu Alvarez. In the following pages you
will be introduced in the subject of the Digital Terrain Models, in the software that I used to
create and to analysis the climate’s changes in Bilbao. The main software that I used is QGIS
2.18 which is a free and open source Geographic Information System. It was the newest
version when I downloaded it. Meanwhile, it appeared the 2.3 version. What is really
important and very useful for my project is that the 2.18 version has the UMEP plugin. As the
name of the project says (“Analysis of changes in Bilbao’s climate comfort, using Digital
Terrain Models “ ), the purpose of this project is to analyze climate changes in Bilbao. One of
the causes of these changes is building high-rise constructions in the area of the stadium of the
Athletic Bilbao football club. In this zone, over the last ten years, there have been many
changes. What I was going to study is how these buildings can influence the climate in that
area of Bilbao.
Keywords: digital terrain model, QGIS, Erasmus, analysis of changes, climate comfort
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Usage of EFP and JFC Against UXO
Marocico Flavius
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: In this paper, important features of EFP and JFP studies on different performance
parameters (minimum initiation energy, velocity ,hole dimension , sensitivity to
detonation,,depth of penetration) and curent trends in this field of research have been briefly
discussed. Also, the paper contains a short introduction about what EFP and JFC really
means, how it was developed, what is the basic work principle for the initiation mechanism
and the behaviour during the detonation process. At the end some aspects regarding main
results and future objectives of EFP and JFC usage against UXO are presented.
Keywords: EFP, JFC, UXO, shaped, charge, angle, cone, liner, steel-cased
Multitemporal Analysis of Lake Aral from 1994 to 2018
Meixnerová Karla
University of Defence, Brno, Czech Republic
Abstract: The history of satellite imagery dates to the 1970s, so the imagery is a valuable
material for evaluating time-space changes on Earth. We analyse and visualize changes in
Lake Aral between 1994 to 2018. The Lake began to dry up after the first irrigation channels
were built there to improve agriculture in area. Today, Lake Aral in the form in which it is
still displayed, does not exist. The original area of the lake has fallen to less than a third and
the water volume has fallen to one-tenth. Using data from the Landsat satellite system and the
ERDAS Imagine program, a multitemporal analysis was carried out.
Keywords: remote sensing, change detection, multitemporal analysis
A Study of Armored Bridgelayer
Olaru Bogdan
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: In this essay I am going to talk about armored bridgelayers and their usefulness on the
battlefield, discuss the different types of such vehicles that exist and the way they work,
emphasizing on the vehicles also found in the Romanian army. I will also present an analysis on
which bridgelayer is most effective on the battlefield, taking into consideration how fast the
bridge is deployed, how hard it is to be noticed by the enemy and their ability to protect the crew.
Keywords: bridgelayer, Romanian army, vehicle, bridge
Geo-localisation of Moving Objects in a Simulated Environment Using Blender
Peneș Diana
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This project is part of the appliance of a greater idea about helping the development in
the domain of surveillance of crowded places in order to protect and make a safe environment out
of them. The defined goal of the project was to find a way of geo-localising moving people who
present suspicious behaviours out of some specific scenarios. The research work that will be
presented the next chapters started in the context of the simulation of abnormal behaviours taken
from drones of UAVs unmanned aerial vehicles and since it is difficult to run real tests, the
solution was to simulate scenarios using Blender. The scenarios are about trajectories of people
some need to track them and get their coordinates. When it comes to a drone, the camera is not
fixed so the challenge was how to geo-localise moving objects with a moving camera.
Keywords: geo-localisation, surveillance, blender
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Blast Mitigation Water Barriers
Popa Florin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The elaborated paper uses numerical simulations on the use of water layers in order
to find an optimal configuration between the layout and sizing of the water layers for an
improved ballistic protection. The elaborated paper aims to improve the existing theoretical
base and to optimize the actual and the future designs of ballistic protection systems.
Keywords: blast mitigation, water barriers, ballistic protection
Military Applications of Graphene
Popovici Bogdan Stefan
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: In this paper I will be talking about the structure of this mind-blowing material and
also about it’s future in military industry worldwide. The graphene, discovered by Andre
Konstantinovici Geim and Konstantin Novoselov, two russian physicists, is the strongest
material ever tested, efficiently conducts heat and electricity and is nearly transparent. The
graphene is also incredible lightweight and knowing that it is 200 times stronger than steel
makes it the perfect material for military applications.
Keywords: graphene, strong, future
How Inverse Distance Weighted Interpolation Works
Radinoiu Damian
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Inverse Distance Weighted interpolation algorithm is widely used in Geodesy and
Mathematics as a way to determine unknown points. IDW interpolation explicitly implements
the assumption that things that are close to one another are more alike than those that are
farther apart. To predict a value for any unmeasured location, IDW will use the measured
values surrounding the prediction location. Those measured values closest to the prediction
location will have more influence on the predicted value than those farther away. It weights
the points closer to the prediction location greater than those farther away, hence the name
inverse distance weighted.
Keywords: IDW, geodesy, interpolation
Ballistic Protection System for Transporting Small Explosive Devices
Strachinaru Adrian
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This presentation focuses on how several systems made of different materials will
respond after the detonation of an explosive devices inside them. The systems will be
represented as different shaped boxes, having an unique particularity.
Keywords: protection, safety, explosive, ballistic
Military Engineering and Geomatics
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Mapping with UAV's
Vatavu Iulian
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This paper is supposed to be a study on how UAV's(unmanned aerial vehicle) can
be used for mapping the Earth's surface, but also on how they can easily replace in the future ,
the classical processes of cartography.
Keywords: UAV, mapping, technology
The Applicability of Geographic Information Systems in the Conduct of Military
Operations in Urban Environments Using ArcGIS
Voinea Eliza
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Due to the complexity of the Geographic information systems, its applicability
extends through solving military scenarios, map, and environmental analysis. The purpose of
this project is to provide topography help in planning Military actions by analyzing the field
properties, and the environment possibilities using ArcGIS. The scenario is defined by
protecting a public event in Le RondePark, Zeebrugge, Belgium considering that by the
commander information, enemy troupes will use helicopters to land and attack the event. An
overview of the scene and the possibilities are presented based on the environment and the
field properties. The main steps of the project are: Preparing data, Create a database with the
main environment features. Finding Landing Areas, Observation posts, Shooter Position,
Routes and Areas that need extra protection.
Keywords: GIS, landing, shooter position, routes, digital elevation models, orthophoto map
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9. CONSTRUCTIONS AND FORTIFICATIONS
The Project of an Office Building in Pitesti
Balasa Valentin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: My graduation task consists of an office building, situated in Pitesti, with
basement+ ground floor+6 floors+green terrace. The shape seems to be between a rectangle
and a square, with a seclusion on the back facade and the highest point at 30,00 metres. The
balconies are divided in three shapes : rectangular, trapeze, semicircle. The dimensions at
ground level are : 35,6 metres on the long side and 30,6 metres on the short side. Furthermore,
I partially covered the green terrace with a thinner slab in order to protect it against bad
weather conditions. Also, I used Etabs to obtain the best economical-efficient-price ratio for
structural elements, so I dimensioned as follows : beams 65x25 cm bidirectional, columns
60x60 cm for corners and edges and 65x65 cm for center, structural walls of 25 cm thickness
for elevator and 30 cm for the rest.
Keywords: office building, dimensions, shape, structural elements
Office Building
Cojocaru Iosif
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: My graduation task consists of an office building, situated in Craiova, with
basement+ ground floor+5 floors+heliport platform. The shape seems to be between a
rectangle and a square, with a seclusion on the back facade and the highest point at 30,00
metres. The balconies are rectangular shape. The dimensions at ground level are : 50 metres
on the long side and 24.6 metres on the short side. Also, I used Etabs to obtain the best
economical-efficient-price ratio for structural elements, so I dimensioned as follows : beams
60x25 cm and 55x25 cm, columns 60x60 cm for corners, edges and center, structural walls of
25 cm thickness for elevator and 30 cm for the rest.
Keywords: columns, beam, structural walls
Projection of an Office Building Located in Brasov
Harbu Garofita
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The construction to be projected is located in Brasov, on Libertatii Street, Brasov
County. The building was destined for offices. The structure has a H-plane shape and consists
of the basement, ground floor and 6 floors. The building has 9 openings on the long sides and
7 openings on the short side. The structural system consists of frames of: main beams of
dimensions 30x60cm, secondary beams of dimensions 25x55cm, poles of dimensions
60x60cm, walls with the thickness of 30 cm. The access to the interior is made by 2 stairs,
placed at the edges of the building. In the interior of the section, access takes place with the
help of two stairs with 2 ramps, which develop around 2 elevators
Keywords: constrcution, building, office bluiding, frames, beams, poles, stairs
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The Designing of a Block of Flats with a Height Regime 2S+P+10E Located in Brasov
City
Motza Florin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This project aims to calculate the resistance structure of a 10-storey block of flats
in the city of Brasov. The block consists of 53 apartments, 2 basements with parking spaces,
uncirculated terrace. The structural system is a dual system, mainly walls in both directions.
The structure has withdrawals both vertically and in plan.
Keywords: block, Brasov, parcking space
Olympic Pool
Nistor Dinu
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The construction site is in Bucharest. The seismic structure of the structure is in the
category of importance C and class III of importance. The structure is a hall made up of an
Olympic basin with a 500-seat auditorium and the administrative part for the activities. The
structure consists of the basement, ground floor and a circular lamellar wood farm. The height
of the structure is 14.80. The ground footprint of the building is 61.30 m long and 45.20
width. The pillars are made of concrete and have the dimensions 50x80, the beams are also
made of 30x60 concrete. The pool walls are made of concrete, the platform is made of
metallic profiles to provide durability and resistance. The subsoil has the role of storing the
materials required for maintenance, water recycling facilities and basin ventilation. The
circular farm was chosen from the architectural and resistance point of view. The farm is
made of wood and glass to allow natural light to penetrate into the structure.
Keywords: seismic, pillars, farm
Gaiesti Justice Prison
Olariu Vlad-Gabriel
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: A prison is a facility in which inmates are forcibly confined and denied a variety of
freedoms under the authority of the state.Prisons are most commonly used within a criminal
justice system: people charged with crimes may be imprisoned until they are brought to trial.
The increasing number of criminals, thiefs and other persons who must be denied of freedom
made to be necessary building a new prison in this city. Gaiesti's Justice Prison is the perfect
place for you to enjoy the high life in a beautifully designed facility with designer furniture,
personal TVs, gardens. This prison aims to give prisoners a comfortable,nurturing place to
reflect on their crimes and inspire them to live better lives in the future. One inscription on the
outside reads, "Each of the persons deprived of their liberty must be humanely and with
respect for the inherent dignity of the human being being treated."
Keywords: prison, modern, building, justice, confortable, freedom, authority
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Proiectarea unui pavilion de locuinței sociale
Pîrvulescu Lascăr - Cătălin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This paper presents the process of designing a block of social dwellings for 150
persons, located in Giurgiu. There are detailled architectural concepts, data regarding
structural modelling and its results, but also the reinforcements details for froors, the elements
of a frame, walls and stairs.
Keywords: concrete, steal, block, frame, wall

Arbo Office Building
Popescu Alex-Georgel
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The basic principles that I want to share in this project are: Designing the
construction, with the main purpose of ensuring perfect blend of function, aesthetics, safety
and cost. Improving performance indicators on service quality and effectiveness. Pollution
prevention, control and reduction of pollution impact on the environment, both by
implementing and maintaining waste management generated by construction activities, and by
including the sustainability aspect in the construction design.
Keywords: purpose, improving performance, safety, cost, sustainability

Education Pavilion
Stoica Ionut
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: I designed a building with destination as a Pavilion of Education situated in
Bucharest with the height regime S + P + 4E + 5r. The resistance structure chosen was the
dual structure with preponderance walls.
Keywords: building, project, Bucharest
The Construction of an Office Building for The Police in Timisoara, Romania
Timis Andreea
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This presentation consists of my bachelor degree project: The contruction of an
office building for Ministry of Internal Affairs. This building is to be located in Timisoara and
having Basement, Ground Floor, 5 Floors and an attic. I'll present all the steps I followed, the
results I obtained, the changes I was supposed to make in order to gain the best quality-price
report.
Keywords: construction, office, building, concrete, steel, wood
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The Project of an Office Building in Bucharest
Timis Daniel
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The construction to be projected is located in Bucharest, on Avram Iancu Street. The
building was destined for offices. The structure has a H-plane shape and consists of the basement,
ground floor and 6 floors. At the basement, has the destination of polygon. The building has 9
openings on the long sides and 6 openings on the short side. The structural system consists of
frames of: main beams of dimensions 30x60cm, secondary beams of dimensions 25x60cm,
columns of dimensions 60x60cm, walls with the thickness of 30 cm. The access to the interior is
made by 1 stair, placed at the edges of the building. In the interior of the section, access takes
place with the help of two stairs with 2 ramps, which develop around 2 elevators.
Keywords: basement, beams, columns, walls, stairs
Block of Flats: S+P+8E+1R
Trincu Cosmin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: My graduation task consists of an block of flats, situated in Mangalia, with
basement + ground floor+9 floors and green terrace. The shape seems to be between a
rectangle and a square, with a seclusion on the back facade and the highest point at 30,00
metres. The dimensions at ground level are : 49 metres on the long side and 17 metres on the
short side. Furthermore, I partially covered the green terrace with a thinner slab in order to
protect it against bad weather conditions. Also, I used Etabs to obtain the best economicalefficient-price ratio for structural elements, so I dimensioned as follows : beams 65x25 cm
bidirectional, columns 65x65, structural walls of 25 cm, and slab of 16 cm.
Keywords: block of flats, green terrace, columns, beams
Designing a Block of Service Dwellings for 40 Apartments with Canteen and
Underground Parking, in Iasi.
Ulea Alexandra Elena
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This paper presents the process of designing a block of service dwellings for 40
apartments with canteen and underground parking, in Iasi. There are detailed architectural
concepts, data regarding structural modelling and its results, but also the reinforcements
details for floors, the elements of a frame, walls and stairs.
Keywords: parking, apartments, floor, frame, wall, structural, architectural
Designing a Block of Service Homes for 75 Apartments in the Oradea Garrison, with a
Ground floor Restaurant and Underground Parking
Vint Calin-Andrei
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This project highlights the calculation of the resistance structure of a block of service
homes, divided into 3 sections, 7 floors and 5 floors, to provide 75 apartments. The functionality
of the building is of dwellings from the 1st floor to the 7th floor. On the ground floor there is a
restaurant with all the adjoining rooms, in the basement there is an underground parking with the
capacity of 100 parking spaces. The last floor of the central section is covered by a "green
garden", and the other sections have special spaces for sports activities.
Keywords: Oradea, service homes, restaurant, green garden, sport, underground parking
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10.MILITARY SCIENCE
Using Military-Related Disciplines in the Training of Future Police Officers
Bica Ruxandra-Maria
"Alexandru Ioan Cuza" Police Academy of Bucharest
Abstract: In view of the current international context, a thorough training in the field of
military science is proving necessary also among future police officers. The rapidity of
conflict development requires the knowledge of different types of weaponry, a way of
elaborating tactical intervention strategies and addressing the post-conflict situation, and the
study of Public order and national security disciplines, refine the reaction of future officers to
different situations may occur during their operative career. Specialized training, not only in
the field of legal sciences, provides the future legal advisers of the Ministry of Internal Affairs
with an overview of the activity of the territorial units and of the difficulties encountered by
them so that they can provide them with the appropriate legal support. This paper aims to
highlight the role of military training and special police training in the development of police
officers specialized in Law.
Keywords: military science, training, tactical intervention, legal support, police
The Concept of Military Combat Based on Technology
Chirea Roxana
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: Technology has always been one of the decisive factors, which influenced without any
doubt the result of military conflicts. The information era allows the strategic, tactical, tehnical
and technological intelligence to take full control of the battlefield, which means that nowadays, a
military combat is characterized by the power of technology and advanced equipment. In a
situation where threats affect not only the civilian, but also the military life, the armed forces have
an essential role. Indeed, the complexity of the attacks environment is increasing at a faster rate
than our ability to counter them. Thus, armed forces must be prepared not only to prevent these
attacks, but also to improve capacities in emergency situations.
Keywords: military combat, battlefield, technology
Progress of Techniques of Waging Conflict Over the Past 100 Years and Predictions in
View of Closest Future
Chudobinski Tomasz and Krupska Karolina
Military University of Technology in Warsaw
Abstract: The main goal of article is to discuss the metods of waging conflicts since the First
World War, and present solutions that can be used in closest future. Analysis of conflicts
wanged through last years let us to set a direction in which we can see the biggest level of
progres of methods of leading armed operations during conflicts. Analysis, as well as
knowledge about developing technologies let created a theorie that determine what form can
take on the operations, and what technologies can be used in closest years. Based on analysis
of the method of wanging operations, we extrapolate conclusions that allow to show a
direction and methods that will be used in closest years.
Keywords: wanging conflicts, developing technologies, second world war, armed operations,
chemical and biological weapons, hybrid war, future conflicts
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Existing Threats to Romania’s National Security
Crăciunică Andreea Daniela
"Mihai Viteazul" National Intellingence Academy of Bucharest
Abstract: In this article I will talk about the national security threats, especially about the
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. Also, the article contains a distinction between
risks, threats and vulnerabilities, followed by a personal opinion in connection with the
geopolitical consequences of the proliferation of this kind of weapons.In order to conclude, I
proposed some measures against thist phenomenon: to create a early warning system at EU
and/or NATO level, to establish methods of protection, etc.
Keywords: national security, weapons of mass destruction, methods of protection
Military Actions for Defense of the Great Union (1918-1919)
Frăsin Ovidiu-Andrei
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The unification of all the territories inhabited by the Romanians in one state
represented the highest aspirations of the Romanian people. The moment of reference of our
national history, December 1, 1918, is the date when Transylvania and the other Romanian
territories from the Austro-Hungarian Empire joined the Kingdom of Romania. The allegation
from Alba Iulia was immediately disputed by the new authorities in Budapest. The RomanianHungarian conflict that followed these misgivings was triggered by the violation by the
Hungarian side of the protocol signed in Belgrade in 1918. This convention provided the
withdrawal of the Hungarian troops from Transylvania, which was contested by their military
command. Hoping for the support of the Soviet army, Bela Kun, the Communist leader who
took over power in Hungary, launched hostilities against Great Romania.
Keywords: Romania, Hungary, Rusia, Transylvania, Bucovina, Basarabia, military,
kingdom, Austro-Hungary, soviet, communism, democracy
Information War: Intimidation, Power and Control
Glineschi Elena Daniela
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: The war has acquired increasingly more refined forms, and the old paradigms are
losing in front of these types of threats. Conquest of the minds hearts of a population has
surpassed the conquest of territories in the classic sense. The target audience is carefully
evaluated and the psychological operations, impact images, misinformation, propagation, aim
to create a predefined perception. The society has a great deal of attention deficit and Russia
is looking to exploit this issue through a multi-level information war. Russia's actions can be
sketched in four major directions: Divide, Distract, Dismay and Deter.The brain of the whole
operation, most likely located at the level of the Russian Federation's military body has the
power to adapt and capitalize in real time any opportunity that has arisen through global,
regional and local events.
Keywords: information war, Russia, target audience, divide, distract, dismay, deter,
psychological operations, impact images, misinformation, propagation
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The Influence of Climate Changes in Military Actions
Ionescu Rebeca-Elena and Poenaru Adelin-Florin
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: The war illustrates a mood of military or civil conflict in which two or more
independent groups engage in an action with a precise and antagonistic purpose. It has always
been a problem that forces combatants to use special technologies with the ultimate goal of
annihilating the opponent’s fighting ability. This paper presents the potential of the
modification of controlled weather conditions in influencing the end of an armed conflict.
Weather and climate conditions are an important factor that directly influences the evolution
of the war and, implicitly, its result. The evolution of technology has led to increased sowing
in the clouds to change weather in different areas of interest. As an application, some large
power troop movements will be considered in a strategic area, followed by an analysis of the
evolution and their consequences.
Keywords: weather, warfare, technology, climate

Military Leadership, Current Theories and Future Directions
Marin George-Adrian
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: The main goal of this paper is to explain that effective leaders must hone specific
traits that are indispensable for managing organizations with succes. Leadership is the process
of using influence and power to navigate followers to achive some specific goals. This paper
explores the approaches, techniques, and practices that make leaders powerful, efficient and
influential. Military leadership comprises many aspects, particularly the responsibility that
each rank might have and qualities of the leadership. Additionally, this has an impact on the
way the military ranking system is organized, which can be different from country to country.
Military leadership has often been inspirational in the organization of civilian institutions and
private corporations. Additionally, the qualities of leadership developed or nurtured in the
military context have been adapted to private enterprises and civilian leadership.
Keywords: leadership, commander, strategy

Războiul civil Sirian
Mateescu Constantin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: În primăvara anului 2011, Siria cade pradă unui război civil atroce, care a făcut
pana acum 250.000 de victime, 4 milioane de imigranti și a provocat patrimoniului cultural
mondial pagube ireparabile.Lucrarea tratează proble,e genezei conflictului, desfășurarea
acestuia și consecințele sale.
Keywords: conflict, terrorism, war, geopolitical, economic, territory
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Bătălia de la Predeal (Octombrie 1916)
Mateescu Constantin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Bătălia de la Predeal a fost o confruntare a forţelor Armatei Române cu cele ale
Puterilor Centrale în timpul Primului Război Mondial.Cu toate că armata română, duăpă lupte
grele, nu a reușit să oprească străpungerea armatei Puterilor Centrale, la Predeal s-a remarcat
eroismul și buna coordonare a mitraliorilor români care au reușit să pună mari probleme
inamicului, reușind să țină piept acestuia suficient timp ca restul armatei române să se retragă în
siguranță.
Keywords: tactics, heroes, fight, division, maneuver, Predeal
Military Commander Authority
Neculaie Mihai
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: Authority is the legitimate or socially approved use of power. The element of
legitimacy is vital to the notion of authority and is the main means by which authority is
distinguished from the more general concept of power. Authority, by contrast, depends on the
acceptance by subordinates of the right of those above them to give them orders or directives.
Few are those manager positions that offer so great perspectives and rights with so many and
varied implications, on the work and especially on the lives of some people and institutions
such as those of the military commandants.
Keywords: authority, commandant, military, manager, work
Weather Conditions and Relief, Decisive Factors in the Conduct of Armed Conflicts
Nisulescu Alexandru
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: One of the most important factors in the unfolding of the military conflicts were the
weather conditions and the relief. The rain, fog, strong winds and many other weather
conditions changed the fate of many battles. Many commanders have used the relief
conditions to gain an advantage over the equipment and number of the troops of the enemy
armies.
Keywords: weather, relief, troops equipment, armed conflict
Vulnerabilitățile spațiului cibernetic și metode de apărare
Popa Paul
Academia Fortelor Aeriene ,,Henri Coanda"
Abstract: Nowadays, cyberspace represents not only the technological universe that it is
being accessed by millions of people, but also a facet of social reality, an indispensable
human habitat. The development of the Internet has equally offered exceptional opportunities
and asymmetrical risks for cyberspace users. The aim of this paper is to highlight the
vulnerabilities of the cyber domain which, once exploited by malicious entities, can become
into real threats to national or international security. Concerning this aspect, the dominant
defense philosophy focuses on detecting threats, rather than eliminating vulnerabilities.
Keywords: cyberspace, vulnerability, security, defense
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Fortifications of Bucharest
Popescu Alex-Georgel and Olariu Vlad-Gabriel
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The fortifications of Bucharest are a ring of eighteen fortifications built in late 19th
century that surround Bucharest, the capital of Romania.At the beginning of the 20th century,
chemical and aeronautical advances rendered the forts obsolete soon after their completion.
Explosives and aerial bombardment made classical fortifications useless in modern
warfare.Today, the military has abandoned most of the forts. Stray dogs seek shelter in some
of them; storage space and mushroom-growing facilities are other reported uses.
Keywords: fortifications, chemical advances, modern warfare, shelter

Agresiunea cibernetică în secolul al XXI-lea
Postolache Diana-Elena
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: Nowadays, humans, organizations and states around the world are facing a
changing security environment, where risks and threats have diversified greatly, evolving
from the conventional to the asymmetrical ones. Recently, the cyber threat has been added to
the long list of security threats. The invention and spread of the Internet determined numerous
beneficial aspects, but also an increase in the illicit activities carried out in the cyberspace.
The aim of this paper is to highlight some of the most important and current operations
through which Internet was used as the main tool in order to gather information in an
unlawful manner or to modify, compromise and destroy the IT infrastructure of the target.
Even if it is not openly assumed, many states canalize impressive financial resources in order
to support information gathering activities from the cyberspace, the main motivation being the
need to achieve informational superiority.
Keywords: cyber threat, information gathering, security, operation, cyberspace

Network-Centric Warfare (NCW) – The Element which Revolutionized Military Affairs
Postolache Ruxandra Georgiana
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: The war exploited all the advanced technology available in the world in military
conflicts. Previously, it had used “everything” available at the time. Today, “everything” in
technology, nanotechnology, and the research in these areas is disseminated throughout the
entire society and world. Military science is becoming an integrating science. This article
discusses the network-centric warfare (NCW), with its concepts and implications in the
military field. NCW is the element which led to a revolution in the area of military affairs.
Keywords: network-centric warfare, omniscience of forces, geographically dispersed forces,
information flow
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How Soviet Espionage Gathered Information on "The Gadget"
Stanciu Razvan Daniel
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The craftsmanship of the Soviet espionage regarding the collection of information
that transformed the U.S.S.R. into a nuclear-armed state emphasizes the importance of a
proficient foreign intelligence agency and the manner it can alter the balance of global
military power and influence implying tremendous consequences. I am going to present and
debate the topic "How Soviet espionage gathered information on "The Gadget" ", the first
atomic device ever detonated using declassified Russian reports from the State Archive of the
Russian Federation and proven memoirs of Soviet spies such as Anatoli Sudoplatov.
Keywords: espionage, intelligence agency, information
An Assessment of Disciplines from the Training Curricula of Gendarmes Students from
Romanian Police Academy
Tanase Adriana
"Alexandru Ioan Cuza" Police Academy of Bucharest
Abstract: This current paper approaches the matter of military studies programs in the
curricula of a gendarme student, and future officer. Basically, this is a review of how military
studies programs are studied and how it influenced the future gendarme officer in his military
career. So, these studies follow the development of certain skills, through training, but it
generally involves also the approach of law disciplines, such as criminal law and civil law, in
order for students to gain a perspective in this area and learn how to properly execute his
attributions while respecting human rights. Also, by training and learning about munition,
fire-arms, after graduation, one should be able to assess certain theories and skills relevant for
a military career, such as leadership, tactics, strategy, technology, operations and national
security.
Keywords: gendarme, military disciplines, training
The Battle of Dunkirk
Timis Andreea
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The Dunkirk evacuation, code-named Operation Dynamo, and also known as the
Miracle of Dunkirk, was the evacuation of Allied soldiers during World War II from the
beaches and harbour of Dunkirk, in the north of France, between 26 May and 4 June 1940.
The operation commenced after large numbers of Belgian, British, and French troops were cut
off and surrounded by German troops during the six-week long Battle of France. In a speech
to the House of Commons, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill called this "a colossal
military disaster", saying "the whole root and core and brain of the British Army" had been
stranded at Dunkirk and seemed about to perish or be captured.
Keywords: evacuation, british, army, blitzkreig, harbour, Dunkirk, war
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Sistemul European de azil
Tita Iulian
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: La nivelul Uniunii Europene, acordarea statutului de refugiat se realizează în
conformitate cu definiția dată de Convenția ONU privind Statutul Refugiaților. Conform
Convenției ONU statul de refugiat se aplică oricărei persoane care în urma unor temeri nu
dorește protecția propriei țări. Regulamentul Dublin (2013) (revizuit) consolidează protecția
acordată solicitanților de azil pe parcursul procesului de determinare a statului responsabil de
examinarea cererii și aduce clarificări cu privire la normele care reglementează relațiile dintre
state. Directiva revizuită privind condițiile de primire asigură faptul că există condiții
materiale umane de primire pentru solicitanții de azil din întreaga Uniune Europeană și că
drepturile fundamentale ale persoanelor vizate sunt pe deplin respectate. Articolul analizează
fenomenul de imigrație care a cuprins Europa Centrala și de Vest, date fiind legislația,
contextul politic, cultural și mai ales economic și demografic.
Keywords: statute, immigration, asylum, convention
Atlantic Wall - Nazi Germany's Fortifications
Ulea Alexandra Elena and Capra Mirela Mihaela
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This paper presents Normandy's landing, a military operation which changed
Europe's course of history, marking the beginning of western countries liberation from Nazi
Germany's occupation. The fortifications of Atlantic Wall represented one of the biggest
fortifications project in recent Europe history. Hitler ordered the building of these huge
fortifications to prevent the Allied Forces to invade the Nazi Germany's ruled Europe. The
paper approaches various aspects regarding types of traps used, materials and quantities inside
fortifications, but also their role in the second World War.
Keywords: fortifications, Normandy, Hitler, war
Hybrid War. Annexation of Crimea
Ursescu Vlad
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: Hybrid warfare, a combination between conventional war, cyber, economic,
irregular, energy, identity and the proxy war, combined with a limited war, but at the same
time and without limits, in the sense of the deployment of capabilities of all kinds, without
rules: the criminal capabilities with the economical and the informational ones, insurrection
and terrorism, propaganda and irregular war through intermediaries, there are all in the same
theater. Thus took shape the convergence of opponents, methods and means, and the fusion of
capabilities, manifested through hybrid wars. These wars defy categorization, incorporating
the capabilities of the conventional and unconventional, military and nonmilitary, for which
the specialists say that hybrid war raises questions on the laws of war, rules of engagement
and the rights of combatants on the field of battle. This document presents both a theoretical
approach specific to this type of war and a brief analysis of the typology of military actions
carried out in the north of the Black Sea.
Keywords: hybrid warfare, cyberwar, Crimea, conventional war, terrorism, asymmetrical war
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11. ENGLISH
Artificial Intelligence and its Moral Implications
Alexandru Victor-Costin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The current paper, entitled “Artificial Intelligence and Its Moral Implications”,
explores the potential effect artificial intelligence could have on our future, both in the inner
workings of society, as well as our day-to-day lives. Most importantly, it will show the many
perspectives regarding intelligent machines and programs. Mainly, the article will be in line
with the view expressed by writer Isaac Asimov in the novel “I, Robot”. The study under
scrutiny will explain how technology is reaching the limit where it could replicate the human
mind, and how that might redefine concepts such as reason, self-awareness and emotion.
Nevertheless, it will also point out the main differences between man and machine, such as
the former’s increased computational power and near perfect memory. Most importantly, the
paper will analyze the choices humanity could make in the advent of artificial intelligence
becoming equal or superior to us in various ways.
Keywords: artificial intelligence, self-awareness, moral implications, computational power,
intelligent machines
Seeking Mastery. Awaken the Dimensional Mind
Botis Horia-Razvan
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The present paper tackels the topic of defining mastery, a neat integration of many
of the key issues underlying the human capacity for self-improvement: i.e., values, willpower,
self-knowledge, creativity and soft skills. The author draws from evolutionary theory,
philosophy classics and romantic literature to present a motivational account of mastery.
Greene suggests that we live in a climate where someone who dedicates their sel to a vocation
is in a sense looked down upon. The hedonistic culture sees it as a bore when in reality people
who seek mastery for the grater good are the ones who are helping with the survival and
prosperity of the human race. Masters, according to Greene, retain a sizeable portion of their
childhood despite the pressures and demands of an adulthood.
Keywords: mastery, self-knowledge, self-improvement, apprenticeship
Video Games as Means of Art
Cuna Bogdan
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The paper under consideration addresses the subject of video games as means of art
since they incorporate three main components i.e. visual art, storytelling and music. In this
vein of thought, video games convey a set of moral and cultural values worth taking into
consideration by humanity that should stop considering them mere entertainment.
Keywords: means of art, cultural values, video games, storytelling
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The Religious Dimension of Existence
Dumitras Diana
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The paper under consideration, entitled The religious dimension of existence, is
mainly concerned with The Sacralization of the Space and of the World. Basically, the article
is aimed at framing a new perspective upon the religious life and homo religiosus, as defined
by Mircea Eliade in The Sacred and Profane and History of Religious Ideas. Biblical
references will reinforce the construction of the sacred place which is generally determined by
a burst of sacred, that is a qualitative transfiguration. Hence, religion is envisaged as an
important element in man’s life, meant to induce certain conducts and ethic behavior in
society. There is no doubt, religion stands for a bridge between the two main states of human
existence: sacred and profane. Therefore, human existence is assigned a double valence, two
ways of being in the world.
Keywords: homo religiousus, sacred, profane, hierophany
Technology in Learning a Foreign Language and Communication
Man George Florin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The technology and its globalization has insinuated itself in all domains making
people’s life easier and transforming communication into a vital component of their lives, so
it seems wise to question the role of technology in the processes of teaching and learning a
foreign language. Starting from the first diskettes and ending with Docomo’s glasses for
translation technology it was an integral part in 21st century process of learning how to
communicate with our foreign counterparts or simply with shop-assistants or other clerks.
Whether technology is a friend or an enemy in this process is due to be discussed in the
following lines.
Keywords: globalization, technology, translation, foreign languages
English as a Lingua Franca
Munteanu Alexandru Constantin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The current paper, entitled "English as a Lingua Franca", is mainly devoted to the
position of English in the world. The objective of this study is to look into English as a lingua
franca, namely its historical background as an international tool of communication, and its
impact on particular areas of society. The paper under scrutiny will show to what extent a
language originally from a small island became so successful proving thereby that the number
of people who speak the language is not the main factor that secures its position in the world.
Within this larger context, the former lingua francas in history will also be mentioned, since
they all held a status of lingua franca in the past. It is to note that a language achieved such
status either by military expansion, economic power or by religious power such as Hebrew
with Judaism.
Keywords: lingua franca, historical background, first language, tool of communication
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The Story of the Holocaust
Nitu Gabriela
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The Holocaust was the systematic, bureaucratic, state-sponsored persecution and
murder of six million Jews by the Nazi regime and its collaborators. Holocaust is a word of
Greek origin meaning "sacrifice by fire." The Nazis, who came to power in Germany in
January 1933, believed that Germans were "racially superior" and that the Jews, deemed
"inferior," were an alien threat to the so-called German racial community.
Keywords: Holocaust, persecution, racial
Later British Innovations & Present Research
Pokharel Alexandru
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Science and technology have helped us increase the overall life conditions,
especially in the last two centuries. Because of them, food can be grown and distributed
cheaply, clothing and household goods are manufactured in large quantities and instantly
messaging others is no longer a matter of fiction. I am further going to study a few historical
breakthroughs that took place in the recent past, as well as take a look at future perspectives
of the British technological development.
Keywords: British Inventors, British Research, science milestones, Charles Babbage, Flipflop Circuits, Peter Higgs, polyester
Cryptocurrency: Anonymous Money
Săftoiu Octavian and Delurintu George
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Recently, cryptocurrency has found its way back into public attention as the
Bitcoin, a virtual currency, has reached an equivalent value of almost 20,000 USD in 2017.
This fact is surprising considering that the Bitcoin is not a currency regulated by a state or
organization of any kind and yet it is used all over the Internet, progressively replacing
traditional currency.
Keywords: cryptocurrency, internet, bitcoin
Allegory of Communism in Orwell’s Animal Farm
Spoiala Andrei Cosmin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The current paper is aimed at giving an overview on Orwell’s Animal Farm and
thereby providing some insights into how the symbolism of this particular work becomes an
act of criticism on totalitarian regimes. More precisely, the plot and some of the characters
will be looked into, so that various connections would be made with historical figures. Thus,
the downsides of Communism as defined trough Orwell’s allegory will be pointed out
throughout the study under consideration.
Keywords: communism, allegory, totalitarian, regimes, symbolism
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Honor et Patria. People Making History & History Making People
Stalidi Cosmina
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This presentation aims to reveal the story behind the scenes of those people who
made history while serving their nations or who provided an example for many others to
follow. It starts with the military leader and hero, Major Kurt and continues with the fantastic
and emotional life story of Ossian Flipper, the first African American cadet who graduated
from West Point. Moreover, this presentation brings into the spotlight the courage of Michelle
Howard, the first female four-star admiral to command operational forces . The reasons for
choosing a military career, the benefits but also the challenges and privations these people and
others like them had to face, are all brought into discussion during this presentation. We
conclude by revealing the beauty of military life with all its ups and downs and the courage of
the troops fighting for their countries.
Keywords: challenge, fight against discrimination and racism, patriotism
The Robotic Dimension of Future Warfare
Stoleriu Razvan-Constantin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: When we imagine the future of warfare, we often envision a battlefield where
humanoid robots and other machines fight alongside or in the place of human soldiers. From the
droids of Star Wars to The Terminator’s cyborg soldiers, robots play a prominent role in our
collective vision of future combat. While science fiction is populated with anthropomorphic and
sometimes malevolent robots that can seem remarkably human, in the real world, robots are
simply programmable machines that can sense and interact with their environment. From this
point of view, most advanced weapons systems are robotic, including cruise missiles, drones, and
air and missile defense systems. Are we at the beginning of an inevitable process leading to the
rise of “killer robots” predicted by science fiction, or can robots actually make war less
destructive? What comes next in the advancement of military robots?
Keywords: military robot, warfare, cyborg
State of Violence in the US Schools
Strîmbeanu Oana and Moian Daniela
"Mihai Viteazul" National Intellingence Academy of Bucharest
Abstract: A new dilemma arose upon the American society. First, there is the constitutional
right to own guns, a very controversial topic. Then, there is the right to life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness, a dimension of the American identity. In the end, the whole nation has to
face the shame of being labeled as a world leader that is not able to solve its own issues.
Keywords: school shootings, firearms, teachers, moral panic, survival, pursuit of happiness
Schrödinger’s Cat
Tarko Alexandru Ignatiu and Buncianu Razvan Madalin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The paper is about Erwin Schrödinger`s thought experiment with the cat, which
illustrates what he saw as being the problem with the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum
mechanics. The Copenhagen interpretation sustains that quantum mechanics can only predict
the probability that a certain event should occur or not.
Keywords: Schrödinger, quantum mechanics, probability
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12. FRENCH
L’intelligence artificielle qui ose nous provoquer
Pokharel Alexandru
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: On its official website we find out that, founded in 2010, DeepMind is the original
and most successful artificial intelligence (AI) company in London. It has created a neural
network that learns how to play video games in a similar way to humans and recently
developed AI which is able to diagnose diseases by analyzing medical images. It was acquired
by Google for £400 million in 2014 and made headlines in 2016 when its AlphaGo program
beat a human professional Go player for the first time. Since then, it has grown to 700
employees. I am thus going to explore some insights of the battle between human and
computer intelligence as well as discuss what it further prospects for the future.
Keywords: artificial intelligence, french, computer science
Be Green to be Free from Global Warming
Raceanu Catalin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The fight against global warming must not be the only initiative of the
governments and businesses, but also individuals. Simple little gestures daily lives of 6.8
billion people around the world can help reduce greenhouse gas emissions responsible for
climate change. By consuming energy (car, heating, appliances ...) and by our daily
purchases, we directly or indirectly cause gas emissions to greenhouse effect. In 2005, the
European Union launched the EU trading scheme (the world's largest "binding license"
market). In October 2006, the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC) activates its
Development Observatory Sustainable Development (SDG). The European Commission
publishes on 29 June 2007 a "Green Paper" on adaptation to climate change in the European
Union. So, more and more people are concerned about this problem and we should think the
same.
Keywords: global, warming, globalisation, polution
Le Moulin Rouge - naissance d’une legende Parisienne
Stalidi Cosmina
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The purpose of this presentation is to reveal the fantastic story of the legendary
French cabaret. Founded in a period of prosperity in the French society, Moulin Rouge
represents the main source of inspiration for artists like Henri de Toulouse- Lautrec, Jules
Chéret and Juliette Gréco . Magnificently decorated in Belle Epoque style and red velvet, with
typical burlesque frescoes, Moulin Rouge managed to become a temple of music and dance,
but also a real symbol of “the city of lights”.
Keywords: Belle Epoque, French Cancans, Toulouse-Lautrec
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13. MANAGEMENT
Decision Making and Risk in Aviation
Ardelean Catalin
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: This article provides a general position referring to decision-making and risk in
aviation. The first chapter provides a short introduction relating the basic ideas of the concept
of decision making. The second chapter focuses upon the mechanics of decision making. The
third and fourth chapters deal with objectives and procedures of decision making. The last
chapter refers to errors and limitations often found in the studies upon decision making and
risk in aviation.
Keywords: decision, objective, process, risk, assessment, commander, crew, information,
procedures
Fenomenul migraționist. Studiu de caz: organizații militare
Botis Horia-Razvan and Feraru Dorin-Madalin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The purpose of this report is to supply information about the opportunities which
are made possible beneath the current UE study programme, ERASMUS+, focused on
military universities. On account of the opportunities offered by such study programs, which
incorporate adaptable conditions for all youthful individuals new openings for study are
developed. Our paper contains a case study, with the participation of one hundred ten
students, from five military academies throughout Romania and focuses on the perception of
migration and the opportunity to study abroad.
Keywords: migration, opportunity, military academies
Today's Manager
Cătinean Alexandra and Vlad Octavia
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The concept of manager has always existed, but in various forms. Along with the
evolution of society, it has changed both the status, the tasks and the way of managing the
situations that they encounter in the activity of the group or organizations. The manager is
elected or delegated due to leadership and good co-ordinator, and they can be identified by
exceeding the limitations on which the organization is subjected. There are different types of
managers who approach different leadership styles, which is why conflicts inevitably occur.
At the heart of this paper are two polls: "Why do conflicts arise?" subject to members of
different organizations, as well as to a group of subjects who perform the role of manager.
This questionnaire aims at identifying the main problems of latent conflicts, as well as solving
them for the efficiency and effectiveness of the organization.
Keywords: manager, tasks, elected, co-ordinator, conflicts, polls, questionnaire, solving,
organization
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Management - Conflictul organizațional
Chindres Cristian and Dobrescu Ana-Maria
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Conflictul înseamnă opoziție, dezacord sau incompatibilitate între două sau mai
multe părți. În cadrul organizațiilor, cei mai mulți manageri îl descriu ca fiind o stare
tensionată care apare atunci când două sau mai multe grupuri din cadrul organizației trebuie
să intre în acțiune pentru rezolvarea unei sarcini, luarea unei decizii sau soluționarea unei
probleme. Simpla interacțiune nu dezvoltă un conflict, ci trebuie ca interesele grupurilor să
difere, modul de acționarea al acelor grupuri să fie diferit, sau ca acțiunile unui grup să
determine reacții negative celorlalți. O definiție mai operațională ar fi următoarea: ciocnire de
opinii sau interese între oameni sau grupuri de oameni. Termenul de ciocnire scoate în
evidență faptul că un conflict nu trebuie neapărat a fi văzut ca fiind ceva rău sau bun, ci mai
degrabă ca o situație de diferență. Conflictele pot fi atât negative cât și pozitive, destructive
sau constructive. Consecința acestei viziuni este că managerul nu trebuie să elimine cu orice
preț toate conflictele, ci doar cele care se dovedesc reale obstacole în calea rezolvării
obiectivelor.
Keywords: conflict, management, organization

SWOT Analysis Related to the Regulation of the Internal Order for the Students from
Romanian Police Academy
Coprean Iulia-Mioara
"Alexandru Ioan Cuza" Police Academy of Bucharest
Abstract: ”Al. I. Cuza” Police Academy, as a subordinated structure of the Ministry of
Internal Affairs, is an educational institution in the field of military sciences, information and
public order in charge of training police officers, border police, fire-fighters and subordinate
staff of the national penitentiary administration. This institution presents a very standardized
image of the educational system. Taking into consideration the continuously development of
contemporary society and the needs of a human being in adaptation to a military system in
order to give an adequate yield, it is necessary to identify the problems and find potential
solutions. Current paper is intended to provide an analysis in order to identify the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats related to the regulation on students’ professional
activity, which must be managed and adapted to their needs. The paper itself is focused on
emphasizing the follow-ups of the behavior rules, the sanctions and the solutions that can be
adopted to ensure order and discipline.
Keywords: regulation, management, strengths, opportunities, weaknesses, threats
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Different Types of Employees’ Misbehaviour in Organizations
Kuklytė Jūratė
Vytautas Magnus University, Kaunas, Lithuania
Abstract: Employees' misbehaviour is increasingly gaining more attention of academicians,
practitioners and policymakers how to reduce negative outcomes of criminal and non-criminal
activities in public and private sector organizations. Organizational deviance is defined as
intentional employees’ misbehaviour which violates organizational and societal rules,
standards and norms, threatening to the reputation, resources and the well-being of the
organization and its members. A bibliometric research was employeed by using snowballing
technique for the initial sample including relevant publications. The data was collected from
Clarivate Analytics Web of Science and Scopus scientific databases using the main keyword
“organizational deviance”. Only publications in English which were published after 1945
were taken into consideration. For the main contribution meta-analytic review enables to
provide the typology of employees' misbehaviour: interpersonal deviance, organizational
deviance, off-duty deviance and computer-focused cyber deviance.
Keywords: employees' misbehaviour, organizational deviance, meta-analytic review
Facing the Challenges as a Modern Military Leader, You Have to Be First a Good
Follower
Maftean Mirela-Florina
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: The post-Cold War environment is characterized by technology and development.
Fast moving of people, instant getting of information , universal culture, global warming,
nuclear weapons, terrorist attacks, economic competition, multi-polar world, multilateral
policy, are just few terms that define the present. The discoveries and experiments from
laboratories reveal new possibilities to make our living better. In the same time, the evolution
of economy bringsthe desire for supremacy.S.UA , China , Russia, India are the main actors
on the world scene. Are they still fighting for the individual power or are they conscientious
that living on Earth is a joint mission? For keeping the balance of power we created regional
and global organizations such as: European Union and NATO. Is this the answer for World to
be stable and safe? In this context, the question is: How should a military leader react to the
reality?
Keywords: leader, manager, modern society, follower, military, technologies, diplomacy
Shadow within us
Moraru Andrei-Cristian and Filimon Claudia-Elena
"Mihai Viteazul" National Intellingence Academy of Bucharest
Abstract: In modern society, people tend to leave their true selves at home - psychologists
such as Carl Jung and Mario Jacoby teach us why. We cover our eyes and faces with masks
just to confirm what we would like the world to be, or what the world would like us to be. The
fear of failing and the feeling of guilt give birth to a series of shadows, which then creates a
conflict state for the individual in question. Their existence is denied and then projected into
the world. This paper presents the effects of our shadow upon the work we create and upon
our own personality, through a theoretical research of specialty literature. As a scientific
method we used case study and qualitative analysis of the theme in question.
Keywords: shadow, mask, work, individual, psychologists, case study, qualitative analysis
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Leadership
Nedelcu Stephania
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: „The meaning of a message is the change which it produces in the image”-Kenneth
Boulding in The image:Knowledge in Life and Society. Leadership is a process by which a
person influences others to accomplish an objective and directs the organization in a way that
makes it more cohesive and coherent. Some other popular definitions of Leadership are: A
process whereby an individual influences a group of individuals to achieve a common goal;
The U.S. military has studied leadership in depth.One of their definitions is a process by
which a person influences others to accomplish a mission; Leadership is inspiring others to
pursue your vision within the parameters you set, to the extent that it becomes a shared
effort,a shared vision and a shared success.
Keywords: leadership, management, goal, influence
Selling as a Social Phenomenon
Popescu Georgiana and Georgescu Cristian
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: "Everyone ensures their living by selling something," wrote Robert Louis
Stevenson nearly a century ago. The sale is one of the oldest crafts in the world, and we all, as
consumers, are familiar with the sales forces of various organizations in the sphere of
production, services, government, profit, nonprofit, social sphere, etc. In close connection
with the sale, we also need to look at the forms of sales that drive the sales force. They bring
to the fore the human staff organized in such a way as to serve and become a selling force, all
of which attract both financial elements and organizational elements, specific to the human
resources department.
Keywords: sale, people, money

Leadership
Popovici Cristina and Costea Mihai
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This project is about leadership. We are approaching some theoretical notions
about the qualities and the goals of a leader. As the applicative part of the project we did a
survey on 30 students asking them “Which are the best qualities of a leader?” ,” How
shouldn’t a leader be?” . More than that, we studied the differences between the leaders of
South Korea and North Korea. The conclusions are that students want a calm , charismatic
and correct leader and that the manner of leading motivate or discourage the people.
Keywords: leadership, leader, empathy, integrity, charisma
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The Process of Internationalization /Globalization
Scăunașu Monica Teodora and Ispas Silviu Daniel
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The paper is a study on the impact of internationalization in higher education and
beyond. This sounding started from its hypothesis that with the internationalization process
most students have the opportunity to go to Erasmus+. We also wanted to understand what
they know about the process of internationalization and its implications nowadays. Students
from all military academies in the country and civilian students were questioned by us
whether or not they participated in Erasmus+, what conclusions, expectations and changes
they would make in the current education system. The average age of the respondents is 21
years old, each coming from different social backgrounds and each responding to the same 12
questions. Another problem that we are trying to understand is globalization. Although it is a
link between globalization and internationalization, with globalization, terrorism snd another
similiar issues also emerged
Keywords: sounding, Erasmus, process of internationalization, globalization
Personality and Leadership. From Leadership to Virtual Leadership in Romanian
Society
Stefan Maria Alexandra and Petrescu Raluca
"Lucian Blaga" University of Sibiu
Abstract: This paper broches the theme of military personality and leadership, but also the
problems arising from the rapid evolution of society. The work begins by analyzing and
differentiating the concepts of manager and leader, but also through a chronological
presentation of the evolution of leadership on the Romanian territory. The paper also analyzes
the importance of leadership in the Romanian Army and its evolution to the virtual area. The
conclusion is that the presence of an innate leader in any institution, even the military one ,
can make the difference between success and failure
Keywords: personality, leadership, management, past, future
Smart Cities
Topal Hatice Andreea and Iordache Sergiu
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The topic approached in this paper follows the actual trends of power system
modernization through the smart grid(s) concept. In particular, the smart metering, smart
home and electric vehicle concepts are developed simultaneously with the idea of smarter
cities through development of advanced electric equipment, telecommunications and
computing technologies and robust infrastructure.
Keywords: intelligent, cities, smart
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14. INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION
The Secret of Immortality: Science-Fiction Scenarios
Alexandru Aureliu
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The current research on transhumanism aims at improving human characteristics to
match ultra- intelligent machines. The science of the future opens the era of the posthuman
condition when the respect for technological progress determines serious alterations in the
nature of human anatomy. Therefore, this condition involves new cognitive architecture to
allow people’s participation in virtual reality environments. Our paper intends to prove that
the secret of evergreen health and computer-like memory lies in the perception people have of
artificial intelligence and technological modifications to their bodies and especially brains.
Keywords: transhumanism, capability boost, posthuman minds
Social Networks and Communication
Anghelescu Georgian
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: It is well known that social networks have become very common nowadays. Sadly,
for some people these networks have reached a point when they have become an addiction.
These networks bring both advantages and disadvantages to communication. A major asset is
that they make it easier for us to interact with the close ones. For example, we can chat with
our friends from foreign countries and we can share with them every little thing we do by a
photo. On the other hand, despite the fact that these social networks were conceived to get us
closer to people, they are moving us away from the people around us. Ironically, this is
noticed when we hang out with our friends and most of us keep playing on our phones. In the
end, I think these social networks are good if you are balanced and don't get addicted to them.
Keywords: networks, communication, addiction, more interactions
Women in Military Environment
Arisanu Paul
"Henri Coandă" Air Force Academy, Braşov
Abstract: During the twentieth century, women of the world became indispensable in the war
efforts. In many countries the need for female participation in the First World War was seen
as almost necessary, as unprecedented numbers of men were wounded and killed. In the
Second World War, the need for women arose again. Whether it was on the home front or the
front-lines, for civilian or enlisted women, the World Wars started a new era for women's
opportunities to contribute in war and be recognized for efforts outside of the home.
Keywords: military women, combat, differences, average, performance, army, world, war
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Technology and Movies: A Non-Fictitious Symbiosis
Barbunca Diana and Popescu Bogdan
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The aim of our paper is to bring to the fore five apparently fictitious pieces of
technology and devices that, although verging on science fiction, do exist. The most common
question we ask ourselves is whether or not robots can actually replace human work or even
human beings. Sophia is the first step towards the answer. James Bond showed us how simple
it is to trace somebody by placing small devices on a piece of cloth. This is in fact possible,
just like in the movies; a small device can find someone who is hiding, without GPS. James
Bond again proved that a gun was useless in the wrong hands; briefly there are guns that can
actually be used only by a certain person. Breakthroughs in technology made these inventions
part of our life, therefore the beauty of fiction, as Jules Verne proved, is that it shapes reality.
Keywords: movies and technology breakthroughs, science fiction-like devices, fiction shapes
reality
The Role of Emoticons in the Virtual Environment
Bălan Andrei-Valentin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Emoticons have been used for many years in virtual communication, initially in email and messenger applications, and then used in generating all forms of communication on
the internet. In my project I’m going to discuss the following questions: Do you think that
people hide their emotions behind emoticons? Do emotions replace words? Do you think that
emoticons have a big influence on young people or adults? How are people who use
emoticons seen by the others? What about those who don’t use them? The answers to these
questions have a common conclusion: technological evolution.
Keywords: emoticons, virtual, communication
Insomnia and the Russian Sleep Experiment
Bengescu Olga
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: My paper aims to present several perspectives on insomnia and its disastrous
consequences not only on the physical, but also on the psychological level. Experiments on
human subjects regarding insomnia give us shocking insights into human nature. A horror
story about lack of sleep can sometimes turn into a huge mirror-like consciousness that
reflects back to us who we really are. In the late 1940s Russian researchers kept five political
prisoners awake for fifteen days using an experimental gas-based stimulant. The subjects were
kept in a sealed environment and the prisoners had only microphones to communicate with.
The outcome of the experiment in the story is shocking and still challenges the imagination of
many readers. The fictional work The Russian Sleep Experiment is said to have been
influenced by real events; that is why it caused a debate on the power of fiction over people’s
ethical mentality.
Keywords: power of fiction, ethical mentality, perspectives on insomnia
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Me or the Society that Defines Me?
Cătinean Alexandra and Ursu Roxana
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Over the time, the human being has gone through various stages of transformation
and development due to the environment in which he/she lives, and this process can be
generically called adaptation. This occurs as a result of the human needs fulfillment,
according to Maslow's pyramid, but people are also constrained by the needs of the society
they live in or belong to. This is therefore a problem of modern society which has the right to
establish new standards to be followed by present and future generations. In this paper I
intend to highlight that society is made up of people, and it’s not the society that builds up
people. The purpose of this paper is to signal how society influences people's thinking and
behavior and also to send out an impulse through which people could become aware of the
reality that shapes them more and more.
Keywords: transformation, process, adaption, modern, standards, people, society, become
Global Warming
Celmare Alexandru-George and Popa Adrian-Florin
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Nowadays, everything we do in life is based on various types of energy. The way
in which we produce this energy may wreck havoc to our environment. For instance, burning
fossil fuel is thought to be the main reason for global warming. How are we affected? By the
greenhouse effect, which is due to the carbon dioxide that remains in the atmosphere and
keeps rays of light. Because of this phenomenon, the temperature has risen considerably in the
last century due to the high number of machines that use fossil fuel. This may totally change
the way we live. Some species may not adapt to the new conditions and may die out. In
conclusion, if nothing is done, the Earth will suffer. This is the reason why engineers are
trying to change the fossil fuel machines from factories, cars and others, with the ones that use
electrical energy.
Keywords: global warming, greenhouse effect, fossil fuel
Cognitive Dissonance
Gagyi Stefan and Cimpean Daiana
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Our project will focus on studying the behavior and psychological profile of an
individual that has cognitive dissonance, as well as defining this disorder and representing its
influence in everyday life. In the field of psychology, cognitive dissonance is the mental
discomfort (psychological stress) experienced by a person who simultaneously holds two or
more contradictory beliefs, ideas or values. The occurrence of cognitive dissonance is a
consequence of a person performing an action that contradicts personal beliefs, ideals, and
values; and also occurs when confronted with new information that contradicts general
beliefs, ideals and values.
Keywords: cognitive dissonance, contradictory beliefs, psychological stress
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The Culture of Technology
Gasca Verginica
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: My objective for this paper is to describe the interdependent relationship culture
and technology display in the shaping of human mind. Culture is ever changing and dynamic
and one of the most important factors that have great influence on the cultural outcome of
many countries is technology. Technology and culture are interconnected, so, as technology
evolves, culture reacts either in a positive or negative way, suffering irreversible alterations.
Consequently, cultural changes trigger technological advancements and vice versa. But,
sometimes, the technology created to make life better often has negative effects on culture.
Advances in technology directly affect the way culture evolves and change people’s life and
mentality to the point of no return.
Keywords: technology innovation ecosystem, changing cultural mindsets, interdependence
“All That Is Gold Does Not Glitter” – Silence: Perspectives on Non-Verbal
Communication
Halca Ana
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The aim of this paper is to emphasize the fact that silence is an important and
useful communication tool as it allows us to pause, take a breath, listen, think, and rebound or
draw the interlocutor’s attention without endangering our position or image in a negotiation,
for instance. I will prove by using representative examples that indeed “silence is golden”, a
meaningful source of information which sometimes can be misinterpreted though. Some try to
fill awkward silence with small talk; others are afraid of it because it embodies buried
feelings, failures or remorse, but there are some few people who crave for a moment of
silence to connect to themselves, to improve communication with the others. Refraining from
saying anything at all is undoubtedly not equivalent to having nothing to say. My paper will
distinguish between various types of silence and their translation according to the contexts of
non-verbal communication.
Keywords: silence, key communication tool, message decryption, complex contexts
The Need for Military Leaders: From Geopolitics to Psychology
Ilie Marian
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Globalization and regional integration are two essential dimensions of the modern
world. In this era of interdependence and increasingly sophisticated security challenges, each
country must assume a particular role in military alliances. In order for the member states to
contribute to maintaining security in the area of influence and to become a source of
collective security, it is necessary to jointly prepare the military defense systems of the allies
between which there is a cooperation protocol on strategy, tactics and sensitive information
sharing. My paper addresses this important aspect of leadership and intercultural
communication from a psychological perspective, since we have an urgent need for skilled
military leaders able to meet the specific requirements of a successful international
collaboration.
Keywords: international collaboration, security challenges, military leaders
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The Man Who Changed the Face of War
Ilie Mihai
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: My paper focuses on Mikhail Kalashnikov’s famous invention and its widespread
use: the AK-47. Even though some say that his assault rifle should have never been invented,
there are others who praise Kalashnikov for his vision. The AK-47 is one of the most viable
weapons ever designed and it can certainly make the difference between life and death on the
battlefield. Since its invention, the AK has survived almost unchanged, being used in harsh
environments all over the world. We are going to try to answer the sensitive question about
what kind of symbol Mikhail Kalashnikov stands for regarding the ethics of war and the AK47 ultimate goal.
Keywords: AK-47, controversial inventions, ethics vs efficiency
Body Language: Universal Language
Maria Angelica Stanciu
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: It is a fact that non-verbal communication is the most important part of
communication , representing 65% , or maybe 90% of it. Body language and
microexpressions give us a lot of useful information , most of them being unintentionally
revealed. But is body language a universal language or is it culture specific? First of all, there
is no doubt that all people, regardless of culture, communicate through mimics and facial
expressions. But do all people interpret gestures in the same way? A lot of studies have been
made on this topic and most of them have revealed that some facial expressions are universal.
On the other hand, some psychologists think that mimics are socially learned and they depend
on the culture. As you may know , there are gestures that have different meanings, depending
on the culture. In conclusion, the universality of body language is a problem that has been
studied for years by many psychologists.
Keywords: body language, microexpressions, non-verbal communication
Prohibited Words
Miron Alina
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: For years, Internet users have been encouraged to replace English words with
French equivalents. The French Government emphasizes the destruction of their language and
their identity by the Anglo-Saxon colonization and proposes to replace the popular online
words with French expressions. Once passed through the mill of the Official Journal, the
"smiley" becomes a "frimousse" and the "spam" an "arrosage". Some changes are more about
interpretation than literal translation. The "hacker" is a "fouineur" and the "pop-up" becomes a
"fenêtre intruse". Also, the government advises for example to replace the "smartphone" with
"ordiphone" or "joystick" with "manche à balai", thus plunging into panic an entire generation
of adolescents more gifted for video games than for the household.
Keywords: internet users, changes, Official Journal
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The Greenhouse Effect
Mocanu Emanuel
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The greenhouse effect is produced by gases that allow sunrays to cross the
atmosphere and touch the Earth. These gases also capture some of the infrared radiation
emitted from the Earth’s surface and lower layers of the atmosphere, and re-emerge into the
atmosphere. The intensification of the greenhouse effect is due to emissions of greenhouse
gases released into the atmosphere by human activities. One of the most well-known
greenhouse gases is water vapor. The amount of water vapor in the atmosphere increases with
surface heating by increasing evapotranspiration. It is estimated that 35% of the total
emissions to the atmosphere at the global level result from energy production and distribution
activities. The direct consequences of the intensification of the greenhouse effect are the
changes in natural phenomena that affect the evolution of ecosystems.
Keywords: gases, intensification, consequences
The Traveler’s Mindset and the Maps to the Future
Niculescu-Caranfil Ioana and Tifui Georgiana
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: Our paper addresses the topic of travelling and its implications on people’s lives
depending on how they choose to evade. Some prefer to discover new territories here, on
Earth, like Christopher Columbus and Amerigo Vespucci, others engage in the space race,
like Neil Armstrong and Sally Ride, and there is the third category of those who opt for a
philosophical, spiritual and psychological inner journey and use books as portals to the “brave
new world”, like the novelists Aldous Huxley and Kazuo Ishiguro, for instance. Our aim is to
prove that the traveler’s restless mind is a “shortcut to the future” which enables us to access
new dimensions of human conscience and life.
Keywords: travelling and progress, technological advances, inner spiritual journeys
Coco Chanel - „ A Woman without Perfume is a Woman Without a Future”
Rădulescu Florentina-Mihaela
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: The purpose of this article is to highlight the personality of Coco Chanel – the
famous fashion and parfume designer – and her impact on people and, above all, women
everywhere. Her launch on the fashion market took place in the twentieth century; something
that would later become "the symbol of French elegance" shocked by shaking mental barriers
in terms of the way of dressing, but also by the freedom taken at the level of morality. If until
the twentieth century the world had been predominantly masculine, Chanel revolutionized
mentalities and made women’s voice heard outside the home and family circles. She changed
women’s status by the impact of her career on their mindset and introduced new patterns of
comunication through clothing, but also through the favorite perfume, which gives each
woman a personal touch.
Keywords: parfume, fashion, life
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15. PROFESSIONAL AND INTERCULTURAL DEVELOPMENT
THROUGH ERASMUS+ MOBILITIES
Study of the Rockets/Projectiles Dynamic of Flight
Alexis Clavel
IUT "Paul Sabatier" of Toulouse, France
Abstract: During my internship I worked on the external ballistic of guns (AK-74, Famas,
M16). I start by looking for the internal ballistic of this gun to understood how a gun shoot
and also the parameters at the exit of the barrel. Thanks to Mathlab, I can study the trajectory
of an ammo on vacuum. Then with the respect of drag, it was possible to have a trajectory
close from the reality. I also study the impact point, the CEP and the influence of each
parameters on the curve and the impact point. To saw this influence I change some parameters
to look how the impact point change.
Keywords: trajectory, Erasmus, mobility
Study on the Formation and Prevention of Icing Phenomena
Balcinha Thomas
IUT "Paul Sabatier" of Toulouse, France
Abstract: Ice accretion is the process by which a layer of ice builds up on solid objects that
are exposed to freezing precipitation or to supercooled fog or cloud droplets. It can be very
dangerous for an airplane, as the example of the American Eagle Flight 4184 proves. This
plane crashed due to icing phenomena and killed 64 people. So being aware of what can cause
this type of icing condition is primordial for the safety of every flight. The goal of my
internship was to first understand everything about ice accretion: the different types of
structural ice, the icing conditions, the different de-icing and anti-icing systems and after that,
build a simulation to see how does ice impact the aerodynamic characteristics of an airfoil, the
effects on the conduct of the plane and conclude if it’s dangerous or not for in-flight situation.
Keywords: icing phenomena, Erasmus, mobility
Study of the Rockets/Projectiles Aerodynamic Coefficients
Battistella Jordan
IUT "Paul Sabatier" of Toulouse, France
Abstract: The internship that I am realising at the technical military academy deal with the
study of rockets aerodynamic coefficients. Le main aim of this study is to understand some
characteristics of a missile during his flight, and to become aware of rockets accuracy
depending of real flight condition. In order to do this, I have first of all used the Matlab
software, with the aim of creating a program which could sketch rockets trajectory, and reveal
that several oscillations and damping moments of the rocket tend to stabilize with time. In a
second time, I have learnt to use Fluent, in order to study flow evolution and velocity
variation around a rocket, and to find the best shape to avoid oscillation and to minimize
losses. All these researches will allow me to obtain a better understanding of aerodynamic
forces exerted on a rocket and the consequences which it implies.
Keywords: rockets, aerodynamic, Erasmus
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Interior ballistic Phenomena Modelling through Zero-Dimensional
Busson Louis
ENSTA Bretagne of Brest, France
Abstract: Being a military student at ENSTA Bretagne, Brest, France, I had the opportunity
to participate in an Erasmus+ mobility in the Military Technical Academy of Bucharest on the
subject Interior ballistic phenomena modelling through zero-dimensional code. In a future
paper will be presented the main results obtained during this internship. It constitutes a very
good opportunity to acquire some knowledge of internal ballistic phenomena, and also to have
a first experience in an international environment.
Keywords: ballistic, bodelling, Erasmus
The Importance of the Erasmus+ Mobility in the Study Path
Cambria Antonino
University of Torino, Italy
Abstract: Towards a more integrated Europe, the Erasmus+ experience becomes an
important stepping stone for a brilliant and professional development - not only among
civilians, but also in the military affairs. Although EU is composed of civilian institutions, EU
needs to increase a good military cooperation between EU's States. In general Erasmus+ could
be considered as a solution to the problem stated by General Petraeus regarding the lack of
knowledge of the cultural terrain. The Erasmus+ could be used as a "lesson learned". Indeed
the Erasmus+ is an experience of life in which a lot of opportunities help in developing
various aspect such as languages, networking, discovering a new cultural and geographic
environment and EMPATHY. Through and objective presentation of the regulating Erasmus+
framework and a personal experience, I will prove how necessary this experience is in the
study path of new generations of students, teachers, or even soldiers.
Keywords: Erasmus, professional, development
The Study of Mach-Zehnder Modulator Imperfections Impact on High-speed Optical
Communications
Frunza Alexandru
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: In the context of high-speed optical communications, one of the most important
components is the Mach-Zehnder (MZM) optical modulator. Its role is to imprint the
information available under the form of in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) electrical signals on
an optical carrier. The aging process, the diversity of manufacturing technologies or the
intrinsic defects represent the imperfections of the Mach-Zehnder modulator and can have an
important impact on communication quality. In this work, the impact of these imperfections is
quantified by the imbalance of the in-phase and quadrature components, the extinction ratio,
the chirping frequency and the time gap between the signals. The study of the communication
sensibility as a result of the impact of these imperfections uses the Monte Carlo method. This
one provides precise results but requires a long processing time. In this work, it is presented a
new approach to sensibility analysis consisting in using the polynomial chaos. This method
aims are to provide precise results, comparable to the ones obtained from Monte Carlo
analysis, and to reduce the processing time.
Keywords: Mach-Zehnder modulator, high-speed optical communications, polynomial chaos
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Explosives and Pyrotechnics. Synthesis and Characterisation
Galante Boo Enrico
ENSTA Bretagne of Brest, France
Abstract: I have participated at an Erasmus+ mobility in the Military Technical Academy of
Bucharest on the subject Explosives and Pyrotechnics. Synthesis and Characterisation. In this
paper are presented the main results obtained during this internship.
Keywords: pyrotechnics, explosives, Erasmus
Small Calibre Ammunition (Lethal and Non-Lethal)
Gallois Patrick
ENSTA Bretagne of Brest, France
Abstract: As a second year student studying pyrotechnics at ENSTA Bretagne, a French
graduate and post-graduate engineering school and research institute in Brest, France, I am
required to do a 3-month internship abroad. My internship will be undertaken at the Military
Technical Academy of Bucharest in the Armament Systems Engineering Department. The
subject I will be working on concerns lethal and non lethal small calibre ammunition and will
focus on problematics such as the study about non lethal effect, the standards and procedures
used in non lethal kinetic impact and weapon cycle analysis.
Keywords: ENSTA Bretagne, lethal and non lethal, procedures, kinetic impact
Erasmus Mobility in the Field of Computer Systems and Technology
Iliev Krasimir
"Vasil Levski" National Military University, Bulgaria
Abstract: In this paper are presented the main results obtained during the Erasmus+
internship in the Military Technical Academy of Bucharest in the Field of Computer Systems
and Technology.
Keywords: computer, mobility, Erasmus
Study on Airfoil Optimization
Jacquelin Nicolas
IUT "Paul Sabatier" of Toulouse, France
Abstract: I'm a french student coming from the Paul Sabatier University of Toulouse, where I
studied mechanical engineering for two year, and more specifically engineering and
manufacturing of aircraft. The last semester of this formation ends with a three month
internship that I chose to do in a foreign country thanks to the Erasmus program. That's why I
have come to the Military Technical Academy of Bucharest to study the optimization of
airfoils using genetic algorithms.The main aim of this internship for me is to familiarize
myself with software like Matlab that are very commonly used in many engineering and
scientific jobs, and also to get an idea of how professional environment feels like. This will
also be a chance for me to discover the Romanian culture.
Keywords: airfoil, Erasmus, mobility
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Performance Oriented Virtual Flight Environment
Latiri Célia
IUT "Paul Sabatier" of Toulouse, France
Abstract: The training that I follow is about mechanical engineering, oriented aeronautics. I
did it in the university Paul Sabatier in Toulouse, situated in south of France. I had to found
an internship to conclude my diploma, and I had the chance to do it abroad . So after some
researches I chose to make it in Romania, at the military technical academy of Bucharest. I
chose the subject about performance oriented virtual flight environment. Since I arrived in the
academy, I study some documents and thanks to them I gained knowledges about flight
simulators. After that, my job was to analyze some flight data. It means that I have to study it
and make some statistics and probability about it and draw conclusion.
Keywords: flight, navigation, Erasmus
Flow Analysis Over an Engine Nozzle Using CFD
Morris Jonathan
IUT "Paul Sabatier" of Toulouse, France
Abstract: During my 3 months here at the Academy, I studied the airflow in an engine
nozzle. This subject can be divided in two parts. The first one is to design nozzles with a CAD
software (such as Catia) according to aeronautical parameters (velocity, altitude, etc). In a
second time, I test them with a CFD software, in this case Ansys Fluent. Once the calculations
done, I compare the results (especially thrust and velocity) to determine which type of nozzle
is better in different conditions. With this internship, I learnt a lot about nozzles whether for
missiles or rockets. To realize my subject I learned how to use Ansys and how to improve my
designs according to the results the software gave me.
Keywords: flow, Erasmus, mobility
Application of Life-Cycle Assessment to a Military Ammunition
Olar-Pop Alexandra
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: In the second semester for almost three months, I was in an Erasmus Project in
Coimbra, Portugal. The subject for the mobility was mechanical engineering and I learned
about the Life Cycle Assessment. Life Cycle Assessment it’s a systematic set of procedures
for compiling and examining the inputs and outputs of materials and energy and the
associated environmental impacts directly attributable to the functioning of a product or
service system throughout its life cycle. The objetive of my work was to apply the LCA
methodology to a case study associated with military products in order to asses quantitatively
the environmental and toxicological impacts, to ascertain the major contributors to those
impacts and to provide recomendations (if possible) to decrease the impacts. I analysed an
ammunition with fictional dates. The projectile of the ammunition contains a casing made of
steel, a driving band of copper and the explosive charge made of composition B. The fuse
includes a body of aluminium and safety features made of brass. This generic fuse also
contains electronic parts and a RDX detonator. The propellant charge consists on triple base
powder as the main charge. It is also used lead as a decoppering agent. We considered that we
need two types of energy :electricity and natural gas.
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The analyse has two parts, the detonation and firing emissions and each part has been
analysed from two sides: the impacts of the detonation regarding the environmental part and
the toxicological impacts. As a summary of our work we can say that we found out that the
steel is the worse element contained by an ammunition because it has the biggest impacts in
all the categories. The LCA is a good system for keeping us and the nature safe and we hope
that in time every country will use it.
Keywords: Erasmus, mechanical, LCA, ammunition
Chocolate, Rain and Work
Peneș Diana
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: I started my Erasmus Internship on 10th of January 2018 at the Royal Military
Academy of Belgium, Brussels. We learned that Erasmus is about experiences and the way
you experience things. For this is my first Erasmus experience, I had different expectations
for it based on the way we are dealing with our Erasmus students, and based on the stories my
older colleagues told me. I can not say that I am disappointed or anything, because is no one
fault for this, but most of the time that I spent here felt like a waste because the project was
something that under the same guidance I could have made it in my academy while not
missing everything I missed, exams, courses, activities, competitions, scientific sessions,
holidays, my friends, family and so on.
Keywords: Erasmus, project, mobility
Exceeding Our Limits with AqEasy
Scripcaru Răzvan and Nastasiu Dragoș
Military Technical Academy "Ferdinand I" of Bucharest
Abstract: This internship concerns signal/data acquisition in different formats from sensors
(acoustic, electromagnetic, temperature, etc.) and data communication via WiFi to a data
fusion center. As the world becomes more and more connected, there is an increasing demand
for applications where data acquisition from sensors is done locally, and the processing/fusion
is made remote by a data center. For this internship, the work was divided as follows: one
person handled the local data acquisition and transmission protocol; another person handled
the data retrieval from multiple sources via WiFi and the data fusion. During the internship
period we have faced many situations when we needed to prove our engineering capabilities
and to find solutions to various problems. We can say that this internship was the perfect way
to widen our knowledge in the communication field.
Keywords: signal/data acquisition, transmission protocol, data fusion
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